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HE LEDGER & TIMES

SECTION ONE
Four Pages

$ 50
$2.00

- Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon February 23, 1939

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

New Series No. 617

00 a year in Calloway
$1.
Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
a year elsewhere Ilk
1.
the State of Kentucky.
year to 'any address
a
other
than thove.

8.
Volume CVII;tio.---

Livestock Proves POSTMASTER AT Weed Average Is
Must Maintain Democratic
Senate Restores Funds For
Best Money Plan
Ideal Says Lovett in Talk
PURYEAR SHOOTS $7.15 for Season
Work On Gilbertsville Dam

CROWD OF 2,000
PRESENT AT FIRST
ANNUAL PROGRAM

•

Income on 20 Farms Shows Average of $584 for Animals;
$350 from Craps

County Net Play
Schedule

A report from 20 county farmers
who kept farm accounts during 1938
'as revealed today by County Agent
J. T. Cochran showed that income
from livestock on those farms was
greater than that from all other
sources put together.
On the 20 farms. averaging 100
acres each, income from livestock
totaled $584 while the income from
all crops including tobacco, cotton, strawberries, and all others,
was only $350. Income from miscellaenous sources Such as ACP
payments and other farm services
amounted to $221.
The accounts showed too that
one-fifth of all land was cultivated in cottoo GfIr% and tobcaco.
Catalouging of results came after
R. E. Proctor, state accountant, had
met with farmers this week. Today, i 20' farmers who had never
kept aewunts before agreed to follow the lead of the 20 already following the procedure during 1939.

SELF SATURDAY

Axerage of Sales on All Floors
Shows Little Change
in Week

JOINT GROUP FROM
HOUSE AND SENATE
TO COMPLETE SET

Cochran Protests
Accuracy of Item

Through
Wednesday's
sales
PIED PltERS .OF MURRAY
which brought $2.520.83 for 31,820
BEAT HAMELIN'S PIPER
pounds at an average of $7.92„ the
AT OWN GAME. AW, RATS!
FIRST TEAMS
total sales of dark ,lebacco for the
(Upper Bracket)
week were summarized at 241,603 Declares Agricultural Conservation
Here's one for Ripley.
Thursday, 3 P. M.
LEGION HONORS
pounds, bringing $17,293.35 for an
The Pied Piper had nothing
T. Soho.* vs. Almo
Program-Payments Will ('onMAN AT BURIAL average of $7.15.
on four gentlemen down at the
Thursday, 4 P. M.
tinue as Formerly
Scouts, Schoolboy Patrol, Kirksey vs. New Concord
'Season's totals as compiled by
Murray Produce Company TuesT. Ather 11Humphreys, 43; post- Murray loose floors are as follows; - County Agent J. T. Cochran anand Public Officials
day night . . . Hubert Cothran. Local Project is Retained In
)Lower Bracket)
master at Puryear, a former bank- 1,239.326 pounds selling for $88,- nounced today that certain articles
Edgar Wilkerson. Elmer Wil- I
Are Guests
Thursday, 7:30 P. M.
Bill Without Objection;
er and ex-service man and prom- 389,85 at an average of $713.
kerson, and Bill Flippo went in
Lynn Grove vs. Hazel
appearing recently in newspapers
I
Fight Watt's Bar
inent
Average
prices
'ettizen
of
for
tobacco
sold
Henry
county,
tools
and
how.
for
a
rat
.
killing,
Thursday' 8:30 P. M.
and leaving the impression that
PRESIDENT RICHMOND
his
own
last
week
on
the
life
in
Western
District
the
post-office
rodents
passNinety-eight
of
the
there will be no parity payments
HAS CHARGE OF EVENT Murray vs. Faxon
VOTE ON LATTER
building at Puryear early last Fire-Cured markets showed little on tobacco for 1938 and 1939 were
ed out in about an hour and a
ISerel-flnals)
IS BY 49-31 MARGIN
change
as
compared
with
the
Saturday
prevmorning.
No
halt believe it or not.
so worded as to be = interpreted
Friday, 730 P. M.
Joe T. Lovett, State commander
Mr. Humphreys was last seen ious week, according to the Bureau awkwardly.
poison was uSed, but cave man
Winner of T. School-Almo vs.
of the _American Legion, in an adgive by C. H. Parks, president of of Agricultural -Economics.
ReWASHINGTON, Feb. 23—Rally-'
tactics with .a hickory club' or
winner of Kirksey-NeW Con.
Parity payments sin-dlar to cotdress before 2000.
Murray residents
ing against a new economy drive,
ttio. Farmers Bank and Trust Co., jections continued
fairly heavy. ton price adjustments will not be
maybe it was oak.
,"•scorel.
and 'students in the Murtay 'Colas these two gentlemen entered The highest price for an individual paid, it was made known, but ACP
administration Senate forces blockRats seemed to have been
,Friday. 8:30 P. M.
lege auditorium Wednesday detheir respective places of business lot was $20.00 for fine quality Payment will be paid as _usual. getting in and eating the feed. ed.Tuesday an effort to cut $4.252,Winner
of
Lynn
Grove-Hazel
clared that "if America is to be
000 from the, Tennessee, Valley
about their lintel opening time the brown heavy leaf B2F 45).
so these executioners decided to
Also there will be a cotton parity
vs. winner-of Murray-Faxon.
saved from 'Isms' that destroy
The quality of the tobacco was payment for 1939, the same as last
Authority appropriation, and sucmorning of 'the tragedy.
scirdething about It. Stopping
I
Finals)
freedom, we must maintain our
A short time later the assistant not as good as that sold the previ- year. as well as on wheat, both in
up all the holes in the building, ceeded in retaining the GilbertsWinners
of
the
twoFriday
night
Democratic ideals."
ville dam appropriation in the inpostmaster, Ralph Wasson, broth- ous week. Low quality grades and addition to ACP payments.
they came back and surprised
games will meet Saturday
The occasion was the first especlarger
er.in-law of the deceased, and J. nondescript composed a
the rodents" in-their work, and !dependent offices bill without obThe office said tobacco payments
night .at 8:30.
ially prepared citizenship program
I jection.
G. Littleton, secretary-treasurer of percentage of the Offering. It was for 1939 under the ACP will be
started in,
,
•
ever given at Murray, one which
Henry County Farm Loan Associa- reported that, some growers are $1.40 per fitindred for „allotted
SECOND TEAMS
Wednesday morning 98 lay out
The Senate appropriations comnew the formal induction into citi(Upper Bracket)
tion, entered the. office at the not offering their better
stark cold,
For those •ste0 mittee Monday -restored the $12,- •
°flpounds, and cetton payment.% will
zenship privileges of all Murray
Friday, 1 P. M.
some time and found the dead heavy leaf at the present time, as be $2.00 per hundred pounds on
doubt the victory.,, they, may
503,000 fund for continuing conState College students who have
Lynn Grove vs. Training School
man's body in front of the open prices are considered unsatisfac- allotted pounds for all who stay
still be down there. Big ones, struction of Gilbertsville dam,
or will have celebrated their 2.1st
safe and a 45 calibre Colts pistol tory.
Friday 2 P. M.
little ones, gray ones, brown" which had been cut from the ap"1 within their acreage allotments.
birthday between August 1938 and
Deliveries continued to increase
Murray vs, Almo
which he had carried while in
ones, from ones as big as a cat .propriations measure by the House,
Augult 1939.
.
(Lower Bracket)
Early Family Had Settled New service Overseas lying
nearby._ in volume. According to trade res
to those the size of isvergrow
together with the $4,252.000 -for --Worry over ill health is supposed ports, 1,885,371 pounds were Sold
Providence; Daughter First
Friday. 3'P. M.
Guests of honor were. the Murmice.
starting construction of the Watts
HazeL vs. Faxon
to have induced the suicidal ven- last week at an average of $6.36.
Woman Office-Holder
ray Post of the American Legion
Bar dam on the Tennessee river.
- A little while back one night
Sales during the previouso wet*
ture.
in uniform. the Murray troop of
Friday, 4 P. M.
The independent offices bill, after
this same crew extinguished 62
New Concord vs. Ktoksey
The death Friday of Jonathan
He was a member ofL. Little- amounted to 1.307.458 pounds at an
Boy Scouts, the Calloway county
receiving final action in the Senof them in one night. They
rogan,
prominent
86-year-old ton Post of American Legion, average of $7.01. For the season
Semi-finals)
schoolboy patrol, regents and formate Wednesday. went to joint compossess no magic power, but
The PrMiaent's ball :postponed
farmer of the East Side, marked Paris, Tenn., and the Masonic through February 17, total sales
er regents of Murray College, the
Saturday, 9:30 A. M.
mittee of House and Senate for
when it comes to rat killing
Wirmet of Lynn Grove-Training. the passing of one of the most il- Lodge. -and Methodist_ Church of were 5,902,238 pounds at an aver- from January 30 because of an
mayor of Murray and the city
further
conaideration.. Ho u s e
they're the onions! Can any
age'
of
epidemic
$6.82.
•
,
of
flu,
will
take
place
lustrious
of
Calloway
county's
Puryear.
Funeral
services
were
School
vs.
winner
of
Murraycouncilmen, city bank presidents,
leaders have predicted that a roll
reader beat it?
in
the
gymnasium
of
Murray
State
Almo.
pioneer
citizens.
held
at
the',
Methodist
church
the postmaster, Senator T. 0.
call vote would., see the GilbertsCollege Friday night, it was anA son of James A. and Julia Sunday with Malonic and Legion.
Saturday, 10:30 A. M.
Turner. Representative C. A. Hale.
ville appropriation restored when
nounced
today
by
Waylon
RayMartin
Grogan,
who
as
settlers
of
honors.
MCnisters
in
charge
were,
Winner of Hazel-Faxon vs.
county office hoiderso members of
again tested there.
burn,
chairman
for
the
Calloway
winner of New Concord-Kirk
: the New Providence section of the the Res. Mr. 'Wilford and Morthe county and city boards of ed'Senator Alben W. Barkley of
county committee for the Celebracounty along with such progressive gan. Botrial was in the Pnryear
sey.
ucation, editors of city and counPaducah informed L. , J. Hortin,
tion
of
the
President's
Birthday.
souls as Joe Lassiter and, Howell cemetery.
ty newspapers, and presidents of
(Finals)
LTVA ,secretary by telegram of the
Billy Shelton and his ThoroughHicks, Mr. Grogan had a back: Mr. -Humphreys is survived 'by
men's and women's clubs in Mur- -WlEtiers of the two Saturday
Senate's action. His Wire said:
Callowayan
'
Supervises
Pe
rmer
bred dance band—the one formerray.
morning games - will meet 'ground of heroic strain that left his widow and two children, his
"Senate- just retained Gilbertsville
Commerce Work in 34
•
ly directed by LeRoy Offerman—
him unencumbered with- inequali- pfirents, Mr. and Mrs. J. Tom
Saturday night at 7:15.
In introducing Murray State's
and whole TVA appropriation.")
Foreign
Countries
wiLl, -furnish musicofor the dances.
ties of soical endeavbr.
Humphreys, Puryear; three brothfirst citizenship day - program,—
The vote on the effort to,- cut'
Significant of,tils faculty to ers, Dr. Kelton Humphreys. Panto
Hazel High School will present $4,252.000 from the' TVA allotinent
inspired by Dr. G. T. Hicks, head
Themas
Lafayette
Hughes,
48,
a
train is the faet that._his daughter, Lexie and Jesse Humphreys. of
Tuesday night the womanless wed- was 49 to 31.
of Murray College's education deMrs. -inejle Grogan- - Jones, was West Frankfort, Ill.; tyio sisters, native Calloway courittan and the
ding which was postponed because
partment, who preposed. to make
A bi-partisan bloc of Republithe first- woman to be elected to Mrs. Lois Newport of near Pur- son of the late Aansfield Munroe
----- the program an-annual one as a
rd inclement weather a few weeks cans and anti-admtnistration Dempublic office in Calloway county, year, and Mrs. Ruth "Thempson, of
ago.
The bride will he Owen ocrats worked aggressively for the
fitting commemoration of Wash-,
Hughes, was appointed by the U.
aerving from 1910 to 1918 as super- Paris, and a host otlelatives a
—
Brandon and the groom will be reduction. Majority Leader Barkihgton's birthday—President James
B.. Government last week as chief
friends.
John B._ Underwood.
The Calloway. -county Sports- intendent of county schools.
H. Richmond deetared "Once it
ley 4.10.-Ky.) and Senator McKellar
The Bible Institute scheduled to
of the Foreign Commerce Service,
Mr. Grogan was the father of
was the autocrats( of the world man's Club elected Hafferd Par(D.-Tenn.) led the fight against it.
The cast is as follows:
be
helfl
at
Sugaf
Creek
Baptist
a unit of the Foreign and Domestic
who said 'I am the State'. Now ker as its new president here ten children, seven bbys- /sad three
Senator Adams (D. Colo.),. told
Maid-of-nonor (Bebe Daniels),
church March 3-5 has been postCommerce Bureau.
everey American citizen and the Tuesday night, and...-named Hill girls. Sons were Walk, L. B.,
poned until March 31 to April 2, Melton Marshall; brides-maid (Mrs.ethe Senate the tedtiction 'Would
W. A. Lane, Conn, Henry, Eunice, and
For the last three years, Hughes
citizens. of eve.ry Democracy can Gardner vice-president.
it was announced today by the Temple), Jess Steely. (Joan Craw- represent at least a start toward
Boone was ..chosen as secretary- Gut. One "of his daughters, Mrs.
say it".
has been a United States CommisRev. J. H. Thurman, pastor of the ford) Quitman Lamb. (Loreta governmental economy. A similar
Frocie Hicks, is dead, but Mrs.
He praised the work of eBoy treasurer.
sioner and attache at the AmeriYoung) Bradford Armstrong. (Gre- view was expressed by Senator
church.
Scouts and schoolboy patrols over
Miss Julia Hart,' 80, a highly can Embassy in Briissels, Belgium.
Ac
ding to Boone, the club Jones lives in this county now and
Mr. Thurman said illness among ta Garho) Robert Miller; flower Vandenberg, (R.-Mich.)°
Hicks
is
a
Louisa
Grogan
Mrs.
the country, catalouging it as cpieidered favorably the purchasrespected woman of near Hazel, As chief of the Foreign Commerce
Barkley and McKellar argued
residents of the community and girls. J. M. Platt, Tom Turnbow:
citizenship -effort unparalleled by, ing of coons to liberate in this resident of Jefferson City, Mo.
died Monday at the home of Service, it will be lig duty to suphis own personal indisposition .ring bearer. Darwin White; train I that Congress was under obligation
any other nation.
Mr. and Mrs. P. G. Curd; one mile, ervise work of, offices the Bureau
•
county. An attempt .will be made
made it imperative the meeting be bearer, Vernon James; best man, to appropriate funds to carry out
CHURCH OF CLIRIST, ALM°
believe in the destirty of to get Ozark Ripley, prominent
east of, Hazel, with whom she had maintains in 34 countries. His anGenith Owen: ushers, Will Jones, its Previously-authorized, program
postponed.
America." he said. "The loss of game authority, to make a talk
Brother Garvin Curd will preach made her home for several years. nual salary is $8,000.
Alvie Oliver, Ed Miller; bride's for tbe TVA.
personal or national self-respect is here with pictures of game con- from the Almo Church of Christ
Dr. P. A. -Hart, Murray, is a
father.
'Neely; bride's mother,- The vote was on Adams' motion
Educated in the Murray schools,
the worst calamity that can be- servation facilities" of other sec- pulpit Sunday morning and Sunl nephew and Mrs. P. G. Curd and he attended a business
Erette Dick: minister,- D. C. Clan- to strike out a $4,252,000 appropricollege in
fall an indiviehlal or state".
tions. Quail and fish, he said, will day night, The public is cordially Mrs. J. H. Coleman are nieces.
toni jilted sweetheart, Tommie ation to start construction of the
Paducah in 1909, and in 1910 was
The remark came after Com- also be distributed locally.
Funeral services were held from
invited to attend these services.
Wilson; butler. Bogard-.,. Dunn; Watts Bar dam on the Tennessee
mode secretary-treasurer of Dark
mander'Lovett had said "A citizen
The Methodist church in Hazel
Prof. 1. 1.... Gieger, for 37 years Grace Moore, Charlie Denham; river. Eighteen Democrats- and 13
Tobacco Cooperative Associatiart
is either an asset or a liability.Vliedneaday with the Rey. Herbert
voted to eliminaW the
- William Osborne. 'PiWhich position he, held until 1917.. on the faculty of Indiana Univers- Galli-Curd,
.
lung as there are 'floating
Lax of Murray in charge.
ity, and now a retired citizen of anist. Shirley Nix; Mary Pickford, project. Forty Democrats, five ReHe
then
went
to
Washington
as
a
,„..% votes' througtiout the country,"
Miss Hart was well known in
IndiEnapglis. Ind.. and Mayer Ma- Dick Miller; twins.. Clate Paschall, publicans, two Farmer-Lai:reit-MO.
Lovett continued, "Democracy is
the county and was a most. ex- warehouse investigator.
one Preigressive and one Independloney
cif Indianapolis were dinner J. E. Littleton; Charlie Chap
Robert -end Clfarles Hughes of
unstable. It is the cliity of citizens
cellent Christian woman. "Aunt
_ - 'Carman Parks; Mutt and Jeff, Way- ent voted to keep it. •
and
overnight
guests
of
Prof.
and
to create a just and equitable pubJulia" as she was lovingly palled Murray are his brothers, and Mrs. Mrs. William Fox, last Thursday. Ion Perry and Oscar Tomboy,:
That apprip?iation wa approved
' be missed Muth in the Meth- Zett Page, Coldwater, is a sister.
lic opinion."
They were on-their way to New Boob McNtitt, L. D. Miller: Mae by The Senate apbropriations comDick and Jim Hughes, Mayfield,
Speaking as a substitute for
odist church services. •
Orleans to attend the Mardi Gras. West, Jesse Patterson; Shirley mittee, along with allocatfons to
and Edgar Hughes. Shreveport, La.,
Gov. A. 13: Chandler who -was un- Aaron West Is High Score& !Smith, Fair, Robertson, Patterson.
continue' work on- the TVA dam at'
Prof. Gieger has made 28 year- Temple, Will Frank Steely.
Tilghman: Klein 7, Young 2. Conare also brothers. Mrs. Laura ly trips to Europe in the last. 30
expectedly called from the state
of Tourney With
Gilbertsville, Ky., ando$228:0410-for
nor 2, Long,'West '2.
Douglas,'
after he had tentatively accepted
Mayfield,
is
a
sister.
investigating 'dam sites at Coniter.
28 Points
years. and visited in every country
the speaking engagement here,
Shoals, Tenn,—A41 th_e allotments
in Europe attending operas and
Murray
32
Pos.
Cen,
City
24
Leven gave it as his opinion that
had ...latrer'rejecte'
the House.
Although losing to Tilghman in
musibal events of various kinds.
F
Soder 3
"if America had been prepared ef- the first- round of the West Ken- West 20
They next will be.considered by a
Kingins
2
•
Watkins
8
fectively to aid the other Demme., tucky- Conferenao-basketball- tournWear, senior from Murray, j o in t Sedate-House conference
Nate 10" The offices .of the-comity agent
racies of the world,- they would ament in Paducah Saturday, the Gardner was-etected president of the Inter- committee.
Farley
Withrow
1
6
•
and Agricultural Conservation Asnot now have to bend their knees Tigers of Coach Preston Holland
No objection was raised to a
national Relations Club of MurBland
•
Franklin 2- sociation will move next. Wednesto the Dictators". •
gained the plaudits of an admiring
In the 'event'' Murray Coft1Yaq" tliffr•CfMhge -in a 'lilt-Milt' 11"2.514000 apeffiapriation for the
Substitutions, Murray—Smith 2, day and Thursday from their presHe proposed a Strong navy and crowd for their brilliant comeback
leg,e-Tholoughbreds go to the finals held Irebrtiary 21. Wear •-succeeds Gilbertsville dam, and that -allocaa strong army, backed Jay appre- in an -exhibition game to wallop Fair 2; Central City: Lowe, Pyers. ent' positions on the third floor
tion was retained in the bill Within the KIAC tournament at Rich- James 'Overby of Alma.,,
With
all
their
men
in
shape,
ciative public opinion, to consti- Central City's Golden Tide 32-24. Officials, Acree Austin and James of the courthouse to the Risenmond. a play-by-play phonecast of
Other officers chosen wereoTorn- out diesent
Murray's
Thoroughbreds
left
this
tute what he called,'adequate deWithout debate, the Senate also
hoover apartments, a 2-story red
In the Central City game, Mur- Deweese
morning for Richmond, Ky., where the final game Saturday night will my_ Stokes, Paducah. vice-presi- consented to Hose-approved allofense". "We have not, yet had to ray's unbelievably accurate Heron
brick structure just across Fourth
be given by the Future Teachers dent; Miss Nellie Ruth Jones,
they
will
participate
in
the
KIAC
sacrifice enough to be apprecia- West accounted for 20 points to
street from the county jail.
America. Lewis Applegate, Lynn Grove, secretary: Miss Rob- cations for continuing work on
tournaments, playing their first of
• tive of our own citizenship", he make him the leading individual
Murray 22, Mayfield 17
_— _County Agent J.S. Cochran and game -tomdrrow against George- president of the organiation. said bie Nell Myers, Lynn Grove, treaa- TVA dams at Pickwick Landing,
said.'
and
scorer of the tournament. In the
todaY. The phoneeast would. be- urer. Dale Parker. or Pine Bluff:- Guntersville, Chickamauga
ACP Secretafy 011ie Barnett have town.
•
- - --After ISO students had taken the first three quarters. Murray played
Coach Preston Holland and his
business 1 ma.c.agca
gin
0,--1140.--.
---e
was
reelected
r&iiiesfed fanners '-ta Visit
Murray State College's Thorough
.._
oath of citizenship—an especially the Pennyrile squad off its feet, high school Tigers gained a sweet
nthe
Senate-approved TVA
HAIwassee'
all.
county offices either before those breds ended their regular season
prepared statement of allegiance and at the last it was an ebbing' 'triumph at Mayfield Thursady
appropriation
totafe/d $39,003.000
two days or immediately after. here Saturday night with a 42-30
composed by Miss Geraldine Ham- Tide that sought vainly to over- night by walloping the Cardinals.
compared with $21.797,000 voted by
They
said
they
would
appreciate
victory over Alabama State Teachmack. Sturgis, a junior in the col- come the flying Tigers.
their perennial rival, 22-17.
It
the House.
the farmers' cooperation . in the ers College of Jacksonville, Ala.
lege—President Richmond introThe TVA allotments were inBut it was an unbeatable Tilgh- was, Murray's second victory over matter.
The victory enabled Murray to
duced Major W. H. Hanson, secre- man team that earlier in the after- the Bon-Tonners this year.
cluded in the $1,898,000,000 indeend, its, regular season play with
for
the
Although
Griffin,
center
tary of the State Safety Patrol,
pendent offices appropriations bill.
noon swanned all oved the Tiger
11 triumphs and 5 setbacks. MurMurray Troop 'No. 45 of Boy defense to• lead 20-7 at the half Cards, was high scorer for the
Final action On the measure was
ray's SIAA record is 10 and 4
Scouts of Murray. in participating and play . with its substitutes the game, Haron West and Hal KingThirty-two schoolboy patrolmen thorities. The schoolboy patrol- postponed until Wednesday. o.
Lineups:
In this first Citizenship pay, salut- last quarter to defeat Murray 41- ins- 'scored nine each for the
The Senate voted to stand by its
from Calloway county's eight high men should never try to.stop a car
Murray 42
Pos.
Alabama 30
more
atcounting
for
ed the flag and repeated the Scout 19. Tilghman's goal sheoters were Tigers,
committee
a nd
schools met with Major W. H. if the vehiele is going too fast: appropriations
Bailey
11
Hurley
F
entire
Mayfield
.4
oath.
in unequalled form. caging 18 out markers than the
Hansen, secretary of the State they shall !mat-endeavor to direct deny the Federal Hot:Wet-AdminPlunkett
Carneal
Prior to the benediction by the of 53 attempts from the field for team earned.
istration Authority 'to use $2.500,000
Washer 14
Gregg Safety Patrol. at Murray State mbtor vehicle traffic.
C
The score was tied '2-2 at the
Rev. J. Mack Jenkins, Murray a 34 per cent mark, while MurMembers of the Murray Concert
College Wednesday mcgning, and
Members of the patrol are Rich- of its next year's appropriation for
Murray
Machen
4
6
G
pastor. the college band played ray hit only 7 out of 48 shots.
close of the first quarter, but-Mur- Association were justly enthusiastic
the payment of salaries in this fisKemp 8 heard the State leader explain the ard Boees-lly'JoeHuie. Boron
McKeel 11
G
"The Star Spangled Banner."
With a total of.-8 points in the ray led 10-4 at the half. At the over the performance Monday evpurpose of the organization.
Richardson, John B. Cavitt, and cal year, which ends June 30.
Substitutions—Murray:
Copeland
Immediately after the program, Tilghman game and 20 in the Cen- close of the third fr11711F, the Tigers ening at the college auditorium of
Present also were State Com- James Lassiter of the Training 'Senators Adams and Byrnes said
State:
-Major Hansen, N. P. Hutson; Mur- tral City melee, Captain Heron were in front MI&
Ezra Rachlin, brilliant young pian- 2. Wilson 4, Story; Alabama
mander' of the American Legion School; Richard
Jones, Henry that the FHA had failed to allocate
Buford,
Hudson
5,
HanTrapp
2,
ray Legion post commander; Lov- West stole the scoring honors of
ist, who gave a recital that stampJoe T. Lovett, Murray Post Corn- Jones, J. B. Outland, Noble Mc- its appropriation for' this year over
Lineups:
'
Powell,
Abicock.
Referee:
Lee
ett, City School Superintendent W. the tourney with 28 points in two
ed him as one of the biggest talniander N. P. Hutson, City Super- Dougal, Joe Ward, and Tom Fen- a full 12-month period and had
Murray 22
Pos. - Mayfield 17 ents to appear here ill recent years' lene Christian.
J. Caplinger; Leader H. I. Sledd, games.
thus failed to meet statutory. re,.
Jesse Tll nstill, Paducah
intendent W. J. Caplinger, County ton of Murray high school.
West
9
Webber
F
'
4
and County Superintendent T. C. was second with 27, and Tedd of
He demonstrated by his 'accom';'-•
Superintendent T. C.'Arnett, and
Robert Carlton, . Richard Mills. quirements.
,Kingins
9
Anderson
Arnett addressed members -of., the Madisonville was third %sip 26. No
plishments that he must hence-4
tarkley said that Congress had
H I. Medd.
and Harry Douglass. of Kirksey
10
Gardner
2
Griffin
schoolboy patrol in a special meet- others we?e close.
forth be -numbered in the' first
Alma of the schoolboy patio), Sc-'
schocrl; Heord Hart, Eugene given the FHA additional duties
Doran ranks of our
Stand
ing,
younger pianists.
In both Murray's games, tilt
cording to Major Hansen, are to Jones, Calvin Murdock, and Bark- after voting • the appropriation for
Farley 2
Spillman 3
lie displayed a technique that
work of Farley and Bland at
eliminate traffic seeidente among ley Jones, of Lynn Grove; Edward this 'year. He added that unless
guards was exceptionely
MISS JONES RELEASED
students; to develop safety con- Hendon. Leroy Eldridge:, and Hu- the $2,500,000 were provided. the
Substitutions, Murray: Fair and was worthy of a master, a touch
that made the piano whisper and
The lineups:
Baueum, who for the last sciousness; and to train studenti bert Pitman, New Concord; Gene agency "will practically have to
Smith; Mayfield: Pharis,
thunder, and a tone that contained several -:4ars has been manager to conduct themselves as models, White, Herman Ellis., Harold Gro- fold -up and cease operations on
Pos.
Tilghman 41 Putnam, Murray State.
Miss Essie B. Jones, who ad- Murray -116
all the colors of a master painter's of the Jackson Purcahse Oil Com- of safety at all times
Tunstill 8
' F
mitted firing through a window H. West 8
gan.•arof Elwin Freeland of Hazel
.
. • March 1."
palette.
'
.
F
Terrell 9
into a group of people at the home Kthgins 3
It is the duty of the patrolman
Orville Kuhn, Howard 'Belcher._}
pany here has tentatively accepS.
C.
Tilton,
Robertson
county,
C
Clemeals 2
talif,-to
of gailey Barnett late Sunday Gardner
ted— i
rritorTir Managerial lisvioTatirma Of Wayhe To-nes, arid Joe- ThYlin -C-Oh-fi- --Preparations are being made The Carroll County- Sheep Pro- signnient with another large oil motorists oeschool children to the Cr, Almo; and R. H. Colsoo..W.ayne, Wolfe county for the btwing ot.'...s
Grimmer 9 bought 230 Montana ewes and 65
G
night, was released Wednesday and' Farley 4
placed under the custody of her Bland 4
G
Skinner native ewes_ tqm tarry.' pyer for tective Association paid all losses concern in this area, It was under- principal, who will in tUTTI report Clark. . and Coffield Vance, of 500 western ewes and 25 registered
mother. •
Substitutions: Murray—Williams, breeding 5i•
and had $110 left in its treasury. stood authoritatively here today.
such violations'to the proper au- Faxon.
rams.
- — —4
e

Ather Humphreys, Prominent Resident, Brooded
Over Health

ades

Death of Grogan
Is One of Pioneer

President's Ball
To Take Place at
College Tomorrow

Hughes Appointed
U.S. Bureau Head

MOCK WEDDING
TO BE GIVEN AT

Bible Institute
Is Postponed Till
Illness Improves

Hallord Parker To Lead .Hunters

Miss Julia Hart
Dies Near Hazel

Indiana Prof Is
Guest of W.H.Fox

-Republicans

Tigers Vanquish Tide 32724
After Loss to Tilghman 41-19

•
Farm Offices to
Change Locations,
Next Wednesday

Racers Leave
For Richmond
This Morning

Wear Will Head
Relations Chib
Final. of KIAC MayPat
Be- Phonecast -Here

County Sehoolboy Patrol
Hears Stale Safety Leader

Rachlin Presents
Brilliant Concert
at College Monday

•
A

Baucum Accepts
Tentative Offer
With Oil Concern
• •
T.-0.
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bton, Sadie Nell Brandon, H. E.
Mr. and Mrs. Sammie Paschall
Mrs. W. B. /Instead and Mrs.
Brandon, Jul* Latimer, J. M
and Mr. and Mrs. Jerdan Jones of
were in Paris FriPlatt, Reba Dunn, Temple Scar- Leon Hendricks
Nashville. spent Sunday with. Mr.
business and to visit relaFriday afternoon guests of Mrs.
Tuesday morning's snow and
borough, Claud Wilson, Ava Lee day on
and Mrs. W. W. Paschall and Mr. Liddie Bogard were Mrs. Lillie sleet made one feel as if old man
rdrs.and
Ger
The following patients were ad- Wilson, Pillkired Clayton, Ruth. tives
and Mrs. J. B. Stark and family. Houston
Charles Edward winter might be here again. Hear mitted to the Clinic Hospital this Clayton, Beatrice Johnson, Thomas
and
fren
tie
Mr. and Mrs. Paschall returatd Houston,
the- waters are sad very ,high.
week:
Scruggs, George Freeman, Wilma Walker and Mrs. W. E. Dick athome With them to spend a fees
We are glad to report Edd Har,,Miss Belva Ragsdale. of Obioo•
Mrs. Charlie Wynn, Puryear, Dunn, Ted Brandon, James Lati- tended the funeral of Jonathan
days.
Term.. and MISS Estell Bogard ahd mon, Rube Alton, and Miss Fran- Freeman Sheckles, Hamlin, Miss mer, and Jimmie Freeman.
Grogan at Cherry Corner Baptist
Dick Hagan of Elizabethtown Hotel. The Calloway County LumMr. and Mrs. Fred Barber and Paul Hopkins sPent Friday night ces Linville are improving from
Turnwd3
an 1b
bo afternoon,
church PSaturday
Francis Parker, Hazel, route 2;
jenied Mrs. Hagan at the home of ber Company is local headquarters Owen
Barber were guests of Mr. as the guests of Mr. and Mrs. pneumonia. Uncle Tom Elkins is Norman Clapp, Murray, Mr. and
A number of Hazel relatives
MillTom
her mother Mrs W. H. Graves. for the Calloway County Housing -ratia
fuheral
Mrs. Wayne Paschall Satur- Boyce McClard.
very sick again: Dot Linville is
er spent Sunday viei9ng friends
Mrs. Purdorn Lassiter of Alin° and friends attended the
for the week-end.
day night.
diz.
Mr. and Mrs. Otho Winchester, sick with tonsilitis, as also are route 2, announce the arrival of a of Mr. Humphreys at Puryear upmn
r eaarodCamrs
Mrs. Anna Walker, Mr. and Mrs:
Mrs. W. E. 'Wyatt, Benton. spent
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Morgan and of Midway. were Friday night several others around.
Sunday afternoon at the Metho. D. N. White, Mr.
seven
pound
girl
at
the
Clinic
HosClyde Birmingham of Memphis Sunday_ visiting Mrs. E. H. Ross. son, James. Mrs. Ethel .Strsw. and guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elmus WillMr. and Mrs. Muncie Osbron pital Sunday. The baby was named dist church where he was a mem- and Mrs. W. B. Milstead attended
were week-end, guests of Mr. and .01iVe Street.
Miss Ella Crowe all of Paducah. iams and were Saturday guests laf and family visited Mrs. Dee Bucy
funeral services' for Mr. HumNorma Francis; Eugene Kuyken- ber.
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Sr.
and family Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Jackson 31:1C1 were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Nell Adams.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Littleton and phreys, at Puryear, Sunday afterciall, Cadiz, .Miss Helen Shipley,
Mrs.
Ray
Maddox.
Miss Jean Blackburn of Pulaski, son, Jimmie. Jackson, Tenn., visMr. and Mrs. Darrel Wilson and near Murray, Mrs. Will L. Durus children spent- Sunday in Hunting- uoon.
Miss Dorothy .May--Illurkeee wes
Miss Mary Charles Farris. of
Term., and Drs. Dollar and Mc- ited in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
the guest of Miss Pauline Hous- baby, nod Mr. and Mrs. Vernon near Murray, Willie Crouch, Lyrist don, Tenn., visiting relatives an
Sam Boyd Neely motored over
Barlow.
'and
Mrs and Mrs. Joe WilGuier of Louisville were week-end Charles Hughes, and their daughWilson and daughter. Jane. were Grove, admitted for treatmeht-of friends.
ton Saturday.
Paduca-h Monday night on busto
muth, of Golden Pond, spent the
Sunday dinneie'vuests of Mr. and
guests of Dr. and Mrs. Hal Hous-J ter. Ruth, Sunday. The Jackson.s
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Henderson. of iness.
Miss,
Louise
Tatum
is
on
the
a
broken
leg.
week-end with their parents. Mr.
Mrs. Hardy %Olson Olsson. ,
Paducah, were called to Hazel last
ton.
are the parents of Mrs. Hughes.
Mrs. Olga ,Freeman and sons,
sick list at this writing.
4.
and Mrs: J. B. Fartie
Miss Margaret Key of Lynn week because of the serious illness
Sorry
George and Jimmie, W. D. Kelly,
to
leer
of
the
deaths
of
Mrs. Bertha Acree ox Paris was
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Robinson.
Mr.
and.
Mrs.
Wylie
Fennel
and
Miss Mary Moore Windsor, who
Grove is much improved in condi- of Mrs. Henderson's mother, Mrs.
Mr. and Mn,-Dumas Clanton spent
tha great Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Si. Louis, visited relatives here is teaching at Bandana. Ky., vsas family visited-Mr. and Mrs. Ben "Uncle Dave" Bucy, -Uncle Jon- tion at the Clinic after
undergoing Greenville Swiudel
s. arm
Tenn., rtoe visit
Sunday in Jackson,
- J. R.'Gury.
last week. Noah Parks, father of the week-end guest of her' parents. Childress and fiunily • over tMe- athan" Grogan, and Mrs. Julia treatment
•
for
severe
in
Mums
work
received
has
L. K. Pinkley, seho
remilaavesa.nd
Hart. Relatives of all have our
week -end.
Mrs. C. F. Templeton of Scans- Mrs. Robinson. had come to Mur- Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Windsor.
some
.weeks
weekago.
Nashville, Tenn, spent the
and".
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. sympathy.
"boro. Ala.. is the guest of her son- ray to visit with people here, and
Mr. and Mrs. Farland Robbins,
The following patients were dis- end in Hazel visiting friends.
baby of Paducah were in Hazel
Carlton Buchanan and Lathan
in-law and daughter. Mr. and Mrs. his daughter and son-in-law came of Mayfield, spent _Monday in and Mrs. Milburn Holland were
Clifton Hill was in Murray Fri- Sunday visiting her grandmother,
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Lee and Mr. Craig carried a truck load of cat- missed:
Murray on business.
W. B. Fuller, at the Rowlett apart- here to -be with him.
day en business. s
'Mrs. Greenville Swindel, who is'
.,,,
Mrs. Homer Williams. Murray,
Gatlin Clopton has returned to 'and Mrs. Elvie Jones and son. tle to Harrisburg, Ill., Saturday
Harold 'Farley _end Ed Freeman
inches
Miss Beddie Wilson, who is quite sick at her home in West
Jimmie. Afternoon callers were morning. Having truck trouble, A. E. Wilkerson, Lynn Grove, WilMr% lone Harris returned fits spent Saturday night.`and Sunday his home from Memphis 'where he
river, at Oak Hazel and while here also visited
Olive 'Fowery, Henry Louis, and they remained there Until late lie crouch, Lynn Grove, Mrs. Lois teaching near the
week to her home in Cannonsburg. wills Mr_and Mrs. Ferdinand Pirtle, underwent treatment in a MemHill B. Tenn., and sister. Miss May Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Weatherford,
'Bradley
Overby.
Sunday
night.
phis
hospital.
Waterfield,
,
near
Murray.
Miss., after spending some time brother-in-law and sister of The
Wilson, who is teaching in the
Mrs. Sheila Petty of Paris was
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McDaniel
Miss Marie Moores of Nashville
Miss Dorothy Meeker has re- Buchanan. Tenn., school, were in
Mrs. Carlton Buchanan and chilwith Mrs. W. HS Grsivs and Mrs. former, Tri Paducah after attending
to Hazel the first of this
called
visited
the
latter's
parents,
Mr.
dren were Saturday and Sunday turned to Murray after undergoing Hazel Saturday afternoon shopRob Mason.
the West 'Kentucky' Conference was the week-end guest of her
and Mrs. Clarence Williams, Sun- night visitors
week because of the serious illof Mr. and Mrs. an operation at the Fuller Gilliam ping.
Tournament in Tlighinan csm- aunts, Mrs. John Whitnel .and Mrs. day.
' Mr. and Mrs Taylor, Crouse.andF
.
her father, Frank .pray.
ness
George Linville. Sunday afternoon Hospital at. Mayfield. Miss Meekee
RudyTyree.
graneklaughter. Wandiseafunes Mr.
'
- -- --- -------------..-Mrs. Tom Stearle-___ north- of
--JAW-Lula "Lee -OW SalUrtay
cr
The Beet- IL a. Dunn..-lefter Pies
guests were Mr. end Mrs. Clifford is doing nicely.
Mrs. Grace Moore of Meadville.
bed
with
and Mrs. 011is Beech and- children- ---- Mrs. Jimmie _ Parley, Oakland
to
bet
Hazel, is confined
'as the guest of Mrs. Gussie Sarin- Dodd. Mr. and 'Mrs.
been conftned- to'his room for sevHardeman
Blen Flaiold. Linda Fay, and - Tillie ,City, Ind.. wiiF arrive here tomor- Pa., is the guest of her niece, Mrs, nie and Uncle Buck Lee. •
influenza.
eral weeks with illness, is much
Nix
and
daughter.
Br,tty
Ann,
Mr.
,
W.
If.
-Mason.
sevspent
Mrs. Jones, of Murray,
- -- Ann. -were visitors Sunday - in 'theITaw---ta---apend --Mean! • days • With
Mr. and Mrs. LawLawson"Fenriel- and Mrs. Lonnie Hargis, Miss
improved and will be able to fill
Mary
Miss Liza, Curd is quite ill at her
eral, days last week visiting her his appointment Sunday morning
home of Mr. and _Mrs. 011ie Hale her'orr and daughter-in-law. Mr.
and family visited Mr. and Mrs. Hargie and Billy Dee',
_
Mr.
and
Mrs.
home
on,
North
Jones,
Fourth street of
son, Marvin Jones, and Mrs.
and Billy Joe'. 'and Mrs. Bob Farley. 4 •
Melon - Williams Saturday night Frank Hargis and Bobby Starks,
at Mason's Chapel, and Providence
southwest of Hazel.
' - Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Beach and pleurisy.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Marshall ands
and Sunday.
Garvin
and
Ralph
Linville,
A.
W.
Frazee has been confined
Mrs. Olga Kelly Freeman and ,"
M. E. Women Meet
ooe
n. of Murray, spent
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Phillips motored baby, Furiest Ill., were guests Sunm
one
Miss Beatrice Jackson and Miss Simmons, Jim Burton, and
rsa.yRaofbtel
Md
Earhome this week with the
The Methoidst Woman's Mission-- Mrs. Dumas Clanton were in Paris several days last week to visit her
to Paducah Sunday sight-seeing. day of 'Mrs. Fleta Utley and Mr.
Pauline Houston spent SurAiy lene Stom.
flu.
ary Society held its February Saturday,
-a.
. •
......--..--- eMee. A E -Morton ea.-Basalts. rand Mrs. .1 E Thomas. Mrs. Utlev
son. Marvin. and Mrs. Jones.
afternoon-114lb Miss Arline CunnSir. and- Mrs. Orville Anderson
- Itifg-SIMI-Mrs. -J. J. Moser. par- ingham.
Bertha' Acreg;-of 'PariS. teal
meeting last Wednesday in the
Mrs. Joyce Stone, who has been
vale, Okla.. arrived Sunday to vis- and Mrs. Thomas are sisters of,
and
'family,
Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie home of Mrs.
ents of W. B. Moser. are both conrelatiees.
visiting
Sunday
Hazel
in
Vernon
James,
Mrs.
Edison and Glenn, Lee visited Linn and family, of Murray, were
visiting relatives in this communit in the home of her parents and Mrs. Beach. The Beachs were enfined to their beds at their home
FriMurray
in
Mayer
was
T.
0..
T.
S.
Herron
presided
during the
Edison Burkeen Wednesday.
ity for several weeks returned to
brother,' Mr.. and Mrs. Taylor route frcuin Memphis and German- on _North Sixteenth Street.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
,
.
business session. Mrs. Will Jones day en business.
--Blue Eyes
her home in daotrisville this week..
e-rouse and Mr.,end-fUrs.
-'7,-.1"erse taVen.- TenterWhere they had"
Mrs.- j. L. Linn. Afternoon call- was in
John Williams, prominent 78of
Miller,
Gregg
and
Mrs.
'Mr.
charge of the program with
W. F. Bray. one of the eldest
'Crouse, also heiZeister and Mother- visiting - ether relatives.
sirs were Mrs. Molly Latimer. Mr. its, theme
.old farmer of the East Side
being, "Widening' the Murray, were lir Hazel Sunday Citizens of our city, suffered a
Mr. and Mrs. Purdorse Lassiter, who suffered_ a stroke Monday. IS
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Chester
and Mrs. Ivan .Latimer. Mrs. Linn Horizons of
parents.
Mr
visiting
his
'afternoon
the Home." Mrs:
. _
stroke of paralysis this week and
AlrieciTanneunce the birth Sunday still in- a quire lerious condition
• Chambers.
is right poerly. Mrs. May Downy G.
Dunn. Mrs. Olga Freeman, Mrs. and Mrs. W. D. Miller,
at this thin; is in a. serious condicalled to see her Monday after- Heart
Albert Smith and wife. and 1101- of a' new drughter.
.
at his home, friends of his reported
and
Mrs.
Hutson
Geneva
Miss
Dick, and Miss Murl Jones
tion. Mrs. Bray is also sick. This
Mr. and Mrs. Revel Haneline and noon.
Mr, and Mrs 8rtice Maddox vu- today.
.land Lentz and wife and small
visitors
Murray
were
Bray
assisted Mrs. Jones on the pro- Bob
couple have been marired over 80
Mrs. Don Nix was to have a gram.
son. Jerry. all of Marray. visited ritet friends in Booneville, Miss.,
Laymon Folwell, farmer of the daughter, Nancy Jane, were week
week.
day
last
one
years and have spent their entire
Mr. and Mrs. George Camel', of',and Florence.Ala., throughout last Faxon community, is quite ill at end guests ofher parents. Mr. and tonsilectomy Monday, , Hope her
At the close of the program - Mr. and Mrs. Muncie Steely had married life in the Hazel COIXIMUI)
recovery.
a
speedy
and
sister
Mrs.
McClain
Sulker
his
/
tome
been
reported
Mr.
,and
• near Airksey, Su '
-iweek,
it has
.
Mrs. James served lovely refreshs as their guests Sunday,
• Congratulations, Mr. - and Mrs. ments carrying out
Clopton. who has here,
....
Squire
.
• Sent Boyd Neely and Dave .1-.1opthe 'Valentine Mrs. Jim Adams and family and
Ray
Adams'on--the
arrival
of
a
son.
Youngblood
has
arrived
Mr. C. M. Hood. West Main
Taz
from a recent
. .kina Of-the Calloway County Lam- 1 been c _va
motif. Fifteen members were pres- Mr. and Mrs. N. Gibbs of near
Murray.
ber Compaa-- left today for Chi- illness'in a .Nashville hospital, was 'streets who has been quite ill for home from Detroit. He says, "Be February 19. Haven't learned his ent.
s
Mrs. Leland 'Owen. of Murray,
cago where they will attend the I retained to Murray Sunday and the past two weeks, is reported to it ever so humbles there's no place name.
Little
Clare
Lou
Shoemaker
has
at
improved this morning. like home."
was in Hazel Friday afternoon for
_ be slightly
-National Hawing Guild school for ire reciiperating satisfactorily.
..
been
real
sick.
Miss, Herron Is Hotness
a business meeting of the P-TA. MURRAY AUTO SUPPLY
Ilaneline-Cooper
Relict Stevens is substituting for
le days. It is sponsored by JohnsMiss
Rachel
Jackson
and
Brooks
Miss An Herron was hostess to
Miss Elizabeth Hall and sister,
Burie Haneline, son of Mr. and
y Will H. Whitnell as rural mail carManville . Corporation, and
STORE
Jackson, of- Buchanan, visited Miss a beautifully planned Valentine of Puryear. were Hazel visitors
• Claud Haneline. and Lucill
will take. the estimating and soles- rier on a Murray route. Mr. Whits
Frances Linville Sunday afternoon. party last Tuesday night in honor Saturday Morning.
Cooper, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
manship courses. Sessions will- be nell. who was. in -poor health. has
Hardarnan Bucy transacted busiMiss Lola MeCuiston returned to, of the Wesley Claes of the Hazel
Ar. and Mrs. Aubrey Simmons
Edgar Cooper, were Married Sat
- held -at the Edgewath7 •Beach-tgone to "Florida..to. reeuperate. •
ness in Paris Saturday.
her home Friday afternoon.
.M. E. Church. The group had as were in Murray Monday shopping.
urday,
February
18.
Mr. and Mrs. Brooks .Bucy ,and
. 14r..and Mrs. Torn Linville spent its guests Mrs. D. C. Clanton's
Mrs. K. B. Oehroh-of Paris: was
Mies Jennie Arnette of Mayfield Friday with Mr. and Mrs. George class of young'S boys.
Satisfaction- Guaranteed
Children were Sunday visitors of
the week-end guest 'of'her mother.
is
visiting
relatives
in
Coldwate
Mrs. Leona Grubbs.
Linville, 'bringing a guilt the top
Miss MurI Jones assisted Miss Mrs. Jessie Hill. and sister,.sMiss
.,
•
Bennie Robinson was -the Sat- over the Week-end.
of which was given by Mrs. Sally Herron with the games and con- Jewell Hill. who have recently
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Jackson and Jane Johnson, and lining by Mrs., tests... Prizes were awarded to
urday night guest of William Edreturned
home from • Nashville
Miss Hellone lianeline. St. Louis Errett Grogan. The following gave Reba.. Dunn, George Freeman and where they spent several weeks
win Bucy.
Phone 88
Misses Avis and Elizabeth Holt are visiting their parents, Mr. an cotton and helped quilt it at Mrs. J. M. Platt.
and -Noah Wheatley and W. H. Mrs. Claud Hemline, and also thei Linville's: Mrs, Sally Johnson,
Follow!ng the games, th_e . guests
Holt visited Mr..aed Mrs. Thomas grandfather. Bud Haneline, who i Mrs. Verdie Winehester, Mrs. Jima were invited to the dining room
H-endons of New Concord. Satur- ill
Wilson, MrS. "Gertrude Edmonds, for the refreshments. The'dining
day and Sunday.
Mrs, Florence Grogan, Mrs. 'Edith table presented a most charming
Mrs_ Hilson, Black of Clinto
Lynn Hayes visited Mr. and Mrs. spent last week with her father Hendrick. Ms. 011ie Hendon, Mrs. picture. having for its centerpiece
Hardaman Bucy. • and children, Raymond Sanders, and family.
Ethel Hargis. Miss Maud Hendrick, a huge heart on which grew .a
Sunday.
Linville. Thanks St, Valentine garden of miniature
Jim Howard is unimproved wit and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Robinson flu.
very much:
lace trees festooned with vines 01
and daughter visited the latter's
Mrs. Susie Farris Id Mrs. Tabe tiny hearts. In the center of the
Mr. and Mrs. Jennings Turne
parents., Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Osand children, Billie Gray and Lor Adams spent TuesdaYsysith- Mrs. garden stood Dan Cupid mounted I
bro. and family Sunday.
Mr,
-seta, - were Friday night callers o Gracie Morris and Unfilled the on a small pedestal. Red tapers
Robinson was an afternoon caller
quilt there.-Poop-Dech-Papr.
in crystal holders lighted the garhis mother• Mrs• Ada Turner•
`. J. H. Robinson and family.
East Side Square—Phone 432
"- '
- den and- table.
Stanley Kirkland, Bunnie FinNliss Edna Earl• and Dub Villson
Murray, Ky.
Tisane 492
Those present were Mrs. Olga
Testing cattle for Bang's disease
ent, the week-end with their ney and. son, Clifton D.. made a is well under way in Metcalfe Freeman, Mr. and Mrs. D. C.
•
,rents. Mr. and Mrs. Bun Wilson, business trip to Mayfield Satur- ebunty.
lelantiniss_Murl Jones, William Os- •
day.
NIX CRAWFORD
4 Children. •
At T. CRAWFORD
wremeasimmumimaimekamea"
vH
Misses Avis and Elizabeth Holt -Dram litangrune
d Noah Wheatley were bedtime ited his grandmother, Mrs. Alice
-itors Wednesday of Mr. and Grant, one day last week.
We can give you more for your money because our
-K. 'Ps Did..-.. H. G.'Huey and- children.

ilico News

I

Murray Route 5

Clinic Hospital Notes

HAZEL NEWS

Coldwater News

RADIO SERVICE

Buchanan News

Experienced Service

STANFORD SISSON

'WESTERN:
AUT

1

s

DEPOT STREET GARAGE
All Kinds of Repairing and
Used Cars

Associate Store
-

HERMAN JONES, Prop.

--HOME OWNED

power is backed by 1700 other Western
Aim▪ Auto Stores from coast to coast:'We pay cash and
eliminate the middleman's profit.

SUPPLIES
WHY ORDER AUTO
_
Save Express and Postage-and- Get All
Guaranteed Adjustments at Home
Ask For Our 24 Page Catalogue
Be Convinced by the Following -Prices:
WEARWEtt TIRES, 12 Month Guarantee $4.89
DAVIS DELUXE TIRES, 18 Month Guar. $6.25
SAFETY GRIP TIRES, 24 Month Guarantee $8.05
IclUDGRiPPER TIRES (better than chains) $7.75
90c
MOTOR OIL, Wearwell, 8 qt. can ..
30c
FAN BELTS, for all makes cars, aslow
MUFFLER and TAILPIPE, Ford, complete $1.89
-TAILPIPES EXHAUST,_for_ Chevrolets . . 72c
38c
BRAKE LINING Sets, Ford, Chev., Pontiac
$1.45
•-FOG LAMPS
98c
ELECTRIC'OWNS
$1.15
ELECTRIC GRILLS

-Rouse Lights—Sockets-- Flashlights
Phone Batteries
7
51c
SPARK- PLUGS, Guar. 10,000 Miles for
$13.95
RADIOS Truetone Electric 6 Tubes
RADIOS Triletone Batter
-5:11'r volt) 4 Tubes
$24.95
Complete With Battery
RADIO BATTERIES, all _kinds (B Bat.) ... 92c
WIZARD BATTERIES, 6 Month Guarantee $3.49
95c
RINGS, Complete Set
$1.29 •
AXLES, Chevrolet
35c
TRANSMISSION LINING, T Model 79c
CAR HORNS
12c
HUB CAPS, Chevrolet or Ford'•
79c
IGNITION COIL
POINTS for Chevrolet and Ford
10c
Illt/cLES, Western Flyer Boys' andlGirls' $23.95
Also AH Kinds of f:arts and Fixtures
*
for Your' Old Bike
-*.
Also Car Paint, House Paint, Clean-up Cloths.
Piston
flings, Gaskets, Tools, Horns, etc., at
.,. ...

30(-c to 50c( Reduction
RECHARGE OLD BATTERY

dill111111M1111MIEMMIL
•

50c

ere- in -Paris
y..
Sorry to hear of the death of
.•her Humphreys.
VY
'
S
extend
.r greatest ayeapathy te the farn-

Around About News

These warm, rainy days makes
us think spring is here, especially
when we hear little infant chicks
chirp_ and hear the spring bir4s
sing and the doves which have
Dexter News
been away so long start cooing.
Freemon SheEkles was 'carried 'in
Misses Dortha and liaiel. Carter, the Clinic hospital lase Thursday
of Coldwater, spent the weekend and underWffht an-aperation for
With ,Mr ._auct.isrs...- Avatton
an abtenc-Cria the lung:,The docMr. and Mrs. Ivan Junes and tors there report he is rsotne imdaughter. Mrs. Hayden Walston proved. Mrs. Beatrice -Lassiter
land son :acid Misr( Beaulah Ferger- Was also carried to the 'fftispital
son Teal Sunday evening * Pa- for an operation.
•
ducah.
: Walk'Miss Bessie Elkins. Garth
Mrs. Henrietta 'Jones (Sister er, Mi_Tillie
Eldridge,' and J. D.
Miss
Jones) -has been, very' sick but is Geurin were in Murrayspaturday
some improved at tins writirig. night. - - •
suing_ Edwards. of Aline, _me_
_ siri_g,ratsila.tions, _ to _ Mks_ Clara.
gunday-7
.
-iirgra- vatti-rt
n Mefsey
Nell Jelanson and Laboi--•
•
who were elated in mar-siege-ZanLymart-_Coursey. Robert Wood- daY. I wish them a long and hapall arid Gus -Haley went to Padu- py married life.
'
cah Sunday afternoon to view- the
Miss Orlena Geurin spent the
nigh waters.. '
week-end , in Murray wilh 'her
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Thorn and friend, Miss Pearl Woodall.
daughters and Mr. and Mrs. RayThe Rev. L. D Wilson held his
mond Thorn and 'Claud Thorn all regular appointment at the Pine
spent Sunday in Paducah with Bluff taptist 'etturch Saturday and
Mr, and Mrs. Did Parrish.
•
Sunday.- We were ;pad to have
AfuseSLouiie Them was honored visitors and they are invited' to
with a birthday party Monday ev- coffie every time.
ening. Those present were Marn
Mt. and Mrs.. M. C. Geurin. and
4 tha Lee and Mary Skaggs. Mae son. M. C. Jr.. and Mrs. William
I Woodall. Ruth Pritchett, Louise Embry spent the week-et-id with
Byars.' Lucy -June, Thorn.thlie Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Stewart end
Thompson.- William 'Thorn, Gracie Mr. anel Mrs. Veltliam Ruiscr
Them and Joe Henry porn..
Misses MasingssParicer and VelIfalleti Walston has betti serieur.t ma McCage were Sunday guests of
Ty ill with group but is better at I Mr. and -.airs. Cowell Steele 'anti
,
this' writing.
Mr...sent-Mrs. Cullie -Steele.- -,
Mr. and Mrs. Milbhria Hill and. Creston Bucy spent Saturday
Miss Louise and Ave • Lou Byars night with Tommie. MeCage.
spent Tuesday with 'Mrand Mrs.
Mrs. Ella Evans spent,Saturday
Raykud.thorn.
tu
night and Sunday, with''Mr and
Mr. and ,Mit. Alfred Harris sperit Mis. Alrnus Steele, aid :family.
Sunday afternoon with` Mr. .4nd
Joseph "Bug" Sheckles killed a
_
Mrs Charley Jackson
black racer 'snake lei. *cask siear
of
'bmrs and' Mrs. Mink Belt,
his •horne.--sRambler.
Benton.' spent Sunday' afternoon
'
_wi . Mr. -abd Mrs.Bob .Keliy... -.•
.with
Demon.strafrane Orr how•to build
Mr.-• arid Mrs. Adelbert Reeves.
Mrs. Carrie „Reeves. Mrs. Merle model _hog houses are berhg given
Andrue spent ".4st Thursday in in Jissamine county taMM-.11nities.
„..
bY 4-H club members
Padw.ah. C. A.

Make This
Your
Headquarters
on
4th Monday

I

Now Is the Time.-•
nom-the home you Want. EVERY facility „.

You 'can have
at our command is•ready to help you build yOur on
. home or remodel your old one. Money is available;
building materials are cheap and labor is plentiful . . ..,.and spring is the.ideal timt to build . .
be ready to enjoy yOur own home by early summer. See us at once and,hit,.Oilr 25-years' experience aid
Your Own."
planning that "Home of,
you in-bteilding, constructing
.
. and
-

1

••••••••••••••••,,

COMPLETE'PLANNINGBUILDING SERVICE

Just Received New Plan Books of Newest Designs
•

UR. .Y.--L,IBER Co.
Incorporated

East Depot Street

Phone 262

•
.mot,...1.3•370100.111Milelpitems.
.• •
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Home Department Holds Meeting

'S.

MRS. HARRY I. SLEDD, Editor

a-

Social Calendar

PHONE 247, PLEASE

, Mrs. Arthur Farmer opened her
home Thursday afternoon for the
of the Home Deregular
partment of the Murray Woman's
Club. She was assisted in entertaining by Mrs. W. H. Mason Mrs.
J. A. Dulaney and Mrs. E B. Ledwick.
_ .
j A most interesting program on
Copy for this page should
not late; than Tuesday
the subject "Home as Influenced
afternoon
week.
by Three Indispensables" was
given. Miss Ruth Sexton was guest
Mrs. Susie Beane Honored
cooking demonstration end lecture speaker and had as her subject
eat MeireeePs, - the- youager "Wholesome Foods." Miss Sect=
members of the group enjoyed a brought menus of proper diet from
A big birthday dinner celebradelightful party given Friday night the pre-natal stage to past forty
tion was given at the home of Mr. by Miss Eron
'Flippo at the home years of age and had trays fitted
and Mrs. J. L Beene Sunday, Febout to illustrate her lecture. She
of Mrs. Vernon Hart.
ruary 12, in honor of Mrs. Susie
Chinese checkers, dominoes, and also disployed a correct set breakBeane. She was 62 years old.
jack straws were some of the many fast table with the prep' food
The gathering included Mr. and games played.
Light refreshments cooked and served by Misses Mary
Mrs. Clyde Beaman and children, were sersicel to: Rob Smith, Ver- Nee Farmer and Rebecca RobertIma Sue and Jewel Edward, of non Eugene Hart, Richard Smith, son.
Kirksey: Mr. and Mrs. Levi Ford Misses Bettye Shroat, Anna Lee
Mrs. J. A. Dulaney presented a
and children, Jessie Muree and H. Bretton, Laura Jane Hart, ,Ann splendid paper on "Moral StanL. and Jerry Max Sue, of Murray; Shroat and Eron Flippo.
dards" and Mrs. W.
:
T. Mecoy on
Mr. and Mrs. Cloyis Baucurn and
••• • •
"The Charm of Good Manners,"
children, Sudie Nelle and Bailey Mrs. Bryan Phillips Gets
these two -numbers completing the
Jo, James Harold, Patricia Ann;
program on the three indispenStork Shower
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Beane and
sables of the home.
Friends
of
Mrs. Bryan Phillips
children, James, Lindsey, Truman.
A dainty party plate carrying
William .13.; Mr. and Mrs. Waylon gathered at her home Saturday out the George Washington motif
Bazzell and baby Dorothy Frantis, afternoon and honored her with a was served at the conclusion of the
of Wiswell; Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Baz- stork shower. She received many program.
zell and son, Jerry Smith, of Farm- nice and useful gifts. Those presMrs. Lula Rowlett, Mrs. jegriejes_maseee
ington; Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Beane ent
and children, Modell, Lydia, Ver- Jake Kimbro, Mrs. Bryan OverLi Solemnized
lene, James, and Faye of Lynn cast, Mrs. Ruble Thurman, Mrs.
Miss Clara Nell Johnson, daughGrove; Mr. and Mrs. Sherwood Puge.'Mon Thurman, Mrs. Curtis Kiraand son, Shelby Grey, of Kirksey; bro, Mrs. Pearl Lewis, Mrs. R. A. ter of Jewel Johnson, of Akron,
Mr. and Mrs. Troy Beane and son. Meuth, and the honoree, Mrs 0., and Labron Massey, son of
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Massey, of Pine
Ted Rayburn, near Kirksey, and Bryan Phillips.
Bluff. were married Saturday afterthe family, Mr. and Mrs. J. L
Those _sending gifts were: Mrs.
noon by Noah Moody. They were
Beane, Roy, Guy, and Miss Robbie C. A.
of Memphis, Tenn.;
accompanied layelldiss,Eulala, JohnBeane, and Paul' Coop of Glasgow. Nfree
-Spiceland and Mrs.
son, sister of the -bride, and Alton
J. the Rowlett, of Detroit; Mrs.
Rumfelt.
Kelly I Outland, Mrs. R. L. Mott,
Kirksey Missionary Society
The bride wore roseebiege with
Mrs. Byron Henry, Mrs. Jim. Cook, black accessories, With Johnson
On February 11, the Kirksey Mrs. Luther Park, Mrs. John Farm- wore
rust with matching accessMissionary Society of the .Methodist- er, Mrs. Boyce McCuiston, of Mur- ones.
=
church, met at the home of the ray, and _Mrs. Kenneth Braggs of
A delightful wedding supper was
president, Mrs. Eunice Carson.
_ Benton.
served at the home of the groom.
The follbwing
program
was
Refreshments were served to The young couple will make their
given:
--those present.
home with the groom's parents for
Song, "0 Zion Haste"; prayer.
the present.
by Mrs. Susan Hurt; meditation, by • Stitch 7 and Chatter Club Meets
Miss Chistelle Palmer; "Widening
Mr. And Sirs. tabron Massey.
With Mrs. Tolley
Our Horizon," Mrs. -Max HUrt;
Are Honored With Wedding
Mrs. Bryan Tolley was hostess
Bible study, Mrs. Tien Swift.
Supper
The program was followed -by Thursday afternoon to the Stitch
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Peters honora short business session. Nine were and Chatter Club at her home. The
afternoon was spent informally and ed Mr. and Mrs. Labron Massey
present at this
.meeting.
a delicious salad course was served Sunday night with a delightful
••••
wedding supper.
at its conclusion.
While their elders attended a
The guest list included Mr. and
Mrs. Tolley was . presented a
Mrs. Lebrun Massey, Alton Ruinlovely hostess gift. Only members
felt, John Henry Outland, Hoyt_
were present.
Phillips, Elrnus Phillips, Everett
The ONLY Store. in Pa• • • ••
Wade Roberts, Cecil Fitt.
dueah with these sensa- _Bridge Club
Mary Ruth Houston, 011ie Willtionally new •
oughby, Eulala Johnson, Mr. and
....4••••"""•••••
‘
,
•
/dot
. The Friday Bridge Club met last Mrs. J. W. Peters, and Mr. and
and children.
week at the home of Mrs. Clifford Mrs. C. L. Peters
••• • •
IA/1CW
Melugin. Bridge was played at
Mrs. Frank Hargis is
tables and the prize for high
score was won by Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Jr.
Miss Sara Hargis and mother
. The hostess served a delicious honored Mrs. Frank Hargis with a
salad, plate to members and the stork shower February 14.
Games were played and enfollowing visitors: Mrs. H. C. Curry, Mrs., Nat Ryan , Mrs. T. H. joyed by all present. Those winStokes, and Mrs.- Nat Ryan Hughes. ning prizes were Mrs. Juna Wil•••• •
son and Mrs. George Grogan.
Dainty refreshments were served
Those present were Mrs. Juna
Wilson, Mrs. J., B. Wilson and
The MacDowell Music Club met baby, Mrs. Walter Miller, Mrs.
Friday evening with Miss Lillian Chester Barrow, Mrs. Mavis Elk01-titis low price
Watters A the home of Mrs. B. ins, Mrs. arl Farris and daughter.
Ruby, Mrs. Virdie Winchester. Mrs.
F. Scherffius.
new campus
rage that all girls
Informal entertainment was fUr- Rollie Kelley, Mrs. Alma Hargis,
t -Ars crazy await' Of
Neuman Garner, Mrs. -George
fished during the evening
soft NATURAL or
served Grogaa, Mrs. Billie Hendon, Mrs.
:Dainty
refreshments
were
WHITE COWHIDE
Mollie Henhe hostess to the large number NannieeLinville, Mrs.
with wooden *pleats
dricks, Mrs. S. L. Hargis, Sara
• light ale HURRY
presebt,,,
and Mary Hargis and Mrs. Frank
- tisest sell lam!
Hargis.
,
.
Club Hostess
Mrs. Mark
Those sending gifts were, Aunt
Mail Orders Promptly
Cora Outland, Mrs. Hugh -- H.utr
Mrs. C. S. Markw I was at home
be for Postage
Mrs. Raymond Edwards. Mrs. Luto- member-1 of Entr Nous Club
cille, G. Jones. Clarice Meore,
Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Lassiter Hill, Mrs. Katy and
--Bridge and Chinese checkers Marie Mtller, Mrs. Wylie Parker. of
were enjoyed and delightful re- St. Louis, Mo., Miss Pauline Moore,
freshments were served.
,
,trk. Betty Taylor,
of Nasheille, t,
'Only members were present.
Hcpkinsville, Mrs. Otis Falwell,
Mrs. Jim Allbritten, Mrs- J. M.
•
Morgan and daughter, Mayme,.
Airs. George Linville.
Those sending gifts frost Dexter
were Mrs. F-erry Tommie and
Alice, Mrs. Joe Pritchett, Mrs.
Grace Curd, Mrs. Ruby Brown,
Miss Tyleoe Cothren and mother,
Mrs. Jewell Sins, Miss Maud
Woodall, Mrs. Nennie Edwards,
Mrs. Roosevelt Mathis, Mrs. Florerleo CourseY, Mrs, Lorain Puckett, Mrs. Ruby Cope. Mrs. A. U.
,Curd, and Mrs. Frank Starks, Mrs.
Lciuis Ernstberger, mother and
sister of the honoree.
• .• • • •

Saturday, February 25
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With Stork Shower

Honored

MacDowell Music Club
Meets Friday Evening

Mrm:

1

Filled'

Add

Ries Nellie Mae - Wyman, Mrs.
A. B. Austin, Mrs. A. M. Wolfson and Mrs. J. D. Rowlett will be
hostesses to the Alpha Department
of the Woman's Club at 2:30 p. m.
at the home of thp Lipner.

Monday, February

Elementary Council Is Organized
The
Elementary
Council, a
branch Of the ACE, was organized
Thursday evening, February 16,
under the direction of Miss Nellie
Mae Wyman with more than forty
charter members.
The councile.will meet again on
Thursday, March 2, at 7 p. m. in
room 212 in the liberal arts building at the college. All stUdents
intersted in elementary education
urged to attend.
, ••
••

527
The Monday afternoon bridge
club will meet with Mrs. W. J.
Caplinger at her home.
-The Book Group' of the AAUW
The February meeting of the
will meet at 7:30 p. m. 'at. the Music Club was held
Wednesday
home of Mrs. George W. Baker.
evening at the home of Mrs. Roamer MeGavern with Mrs. Hall
Executive board of P-TA of the Hood and Miss Mildred Beale asCity High Set:moll 'will meet at sisting nostesses.
the home of Miss Lela Cain at 7:30.
After a short business session
All members urged to be present. presided over by the chairman,
Mrs. G. B. Scott, the following delightful program was. presented:
The monthly meeting of P-TA
Trio„ "Lullabye"-Mozart, Mrs.
of Murray High School will meet Roamer McGavern, Mrs. A. F.
in the auditorium at 3 o'clock. YSureY and Mrs.. W. H. Foie. "FanProf. Carmon Graham will' be litee"-Mozart, Miss Eleanor Hire;
guest speaker. Refreshments will book review, "Beloved Friend"not be served.
Catherine' Drinker; Bowen and
Barbara Von Metz, Mrs. F. P. InMrs. A. F. Yancey will be the glis; "Troika," Vuee"-Tschaikowhostess to the Wednesday bridge sky, Mrs. G. T. Hicks.
club, at 2:30 p. m.
Dainty refreshments were served
in the dining room from the table
Mrs. Frank Hokeornb will enter- herintifully-deEorated 'in a' red and
tain members of her bridge club white color scheme suggesting the
at her home at 2:30 p. m.
Washington birthday motif. The
centerpiece was a bouquet of red
snapdragons flanked with burnThe Garden Club will meet at ing red tapers. Mrs. Hall - Hood
2:45 p. m. at the home of Mrs. Fred presided at the coffee service. FavGingles with Mrs. Wm. Purdom ors- appropciate to the occasion
and Mrs. Fred James assisting were presented the guests.
hostesses. .-fInglish gardens will be
Guests. In addition to members,
the topic of the guest speaker, were Mrs. Grace Moore of Mead- I
Mrs. Everett Derryberry.
vile, 'Pa.. Mrs. Charles Hire and
Ma, Joe Lovett, chairman of the
Woman's Club,
At the conclusion of the program delightfari--sefreshments were
And Thimble Club Meets
served to the fourteen members
With Mrs. Jackson
present.

are
wia—Crab Holds Regular
Meeting

Wednesday. March 1

her
were

Poplar Street.
Billy Lipford, and Ann Thompson.! After the holioree had opened.
The afternoon was spent InformThe toastmistress was Mary Gres- i.many nice gifts, refreshments
ally and the hostess served a dainty ham, president of the club. billastr-r_v
—
ed•
dessert
course in the it/George Margaret Campbell, sponsor, ofThose present were: Mrs. LawWashington motif.
fered a toast to the Betettlub and rence„Mrs. Cris Barrow, Mrs. Othel
Members and guests present in- Wells Lovett made the response. Hicks, Mrs. Earle Sterling, Mrs.
cluded Mrs. E. J. Beale, Mrs. The speaker of the evening was Shirley Barrow, Mrs. Henry CompSolon Higgins, Mrs. Jack Farmer, Miss Nadine Overall, a former ton, Mrs. Cattle Outland, Mrs. Hoyt
Mrs. Nat Ryan, Mrs. Marvin Ful- teacher in the Training School who Roberts, Mrs. Lowell Berkley, Mrs.
ton, Mrs. G. B. Scott, Mrs. K. C.
is now a member of the college Chalmers Roberts, Mrs. Troy FuFrazee, Mrs. Clifford Melugin, Mrs.
trell, Mrs. Edgar Hicks, Miss Opal
faculty.
Mayme Ryan, Hughes, Mrs. E. S.
Frances Barrow, and the honoree,
The program was concluded by
Diuguid, Jr., Mrs. Joe Lovett, Mrs.
Mrs. Frank May.
Hall Hood, Mrs. H. I. Sledd, and a reading by Emma Sue Gibson.
Those sending gifts were: Mrs.
a song- by Martha Robertson and
the hostess.
.kouiee Putnam with Jane Morris Nellie Braboy, Mrs. Ray Hicks,
••• •
at the piano, and "Home, Sweet Mrs. Troy Knight, Miss Oneida
Beta Club of el.T.S.'
Home" by Louise Putnam at the Knight, Mrs. Hubert Bell, Mrs. S.
D. Futrell, tars. Charley Dawns,
The Beta Club of the Murray piano.
Mrs. Rural Garland, Mrs Franklin
Training -School had its annual
Wells, Mrs. Crit Smith, and Mrs.
banquet for the introduction of
Mrs. Frank May is Honored
Ardel Knight
new members on Thursday, FebruWith Stork Shower
ary 16.
The banquet was attended by all
Mrs: Frank May was honored
the old members and all the new with a stork shower at her home
members but one. The program was -at 94 Windemere Ave., Highland
opened with an impressive candle- Park,' Mich., Saturday evening.
light initiation ceremony whioli. in- February 11, at 8 o'clock.
cluded short talks on the attributes
They formerly lived in this
of a good Beta by Mary Gresham, county

Has Banquet

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

Thursday, March

01011 CIASSICS
I'M SETTERS
kkt
SPRI MOH

Beek

Mrs. Doran Hostess
To Dale Circle
Mrs. A. F. Doran opened her
twine TueOday afternoon for the
meeting of the Dale Circle. She
was assisted in entertaining by
Mrs. J. W. Riley.
The Bible study was conducted
by Mrs. Ed Phillips. The subject
for study was "Introduction Te the
Old Testament" with a round
table discussion by several members. -America" was sung 'by the
group and Mrs. J B. Farris gave
a reading. "The Bad Boy." •A
poetre "A Diamond in the Rough,"
was read by Mrs. 'Jesse Wallis,
The hostess served a dainty
party plate to twenty-three members.

'Mrs. Luther Jackson was hostess
Wednesday afternoon to the Book
and Thimble club at her home.
The afternoon was spent in needlework. the guests completing two
quilts which were presented to
Mrs. Viron Beard and Mrs. Carroll Lassiter who drew the lucky
numbers.
At the conclusion of the afternoon the. hostess served a delicious
party plate emphasizing the George
Washington idea.
Those present were Mrs.
Ross, Mrs. Charlie Hale, Mrs.
Lassiter,- -Mrs. Carmen
Carroll
Graham, Meg. Dewey 'Ortes, Mrs:
Boy'd Gilbert, Mrs. Viron Beard,
Mrs. JoE-Baker, Mrs. Lester Farmar, Mrs:Lonnie Shroat and the
hostess.

Her-

man

t

Entre Nous Sewing Club Meets
Wednesday Afternoon

Putnam Circle Meets With
Miss Waters

PAGE THREE

SL

The Entre Nous Sewing Club
Miss Alice Waters. and Mrs. and several guests were entertainJohn James entertained the, mem- ed Wednesday afternoons by Mrs.
bers of the Putnam Circle at the Marvin Whienell at her home on
home of Miss Waters.
The meeting opened with the
singing of "Jesus, Keep Me Near
the Cross," followed with prayer
by Mrs. Sexton. .Miss, Alice Waters
led the Bible study which was the
first chapter of "The Radiant
Heart." Mrs. G. T. Hicks conducted the study of hyms from the
hymnal and Mrs. L. J. Hortin presented the.e.m2teel.Tere"Viee relatioeme
During the social hour delightful refreshments were served.
There were twenty present, among
Mrs. CA:them one -new member,
bin.

Permanent
Spring
Beauty!

•

QUALITY. •
Our ideal is to

of. render;

Your Home Is Your
Castle!

- "quality
community service
at a cost
• within th'e
means •af. everyone.- . the kind of
service which
receive t he approval of all with
whom we comb in
contact.

,'

Hour Club !embers

Malty
Entertain Husbauds

14i

Insure In Sure Insurance

R. H. Falwell.- & Co.
WE WILVICND YOU
Peoples

Bank Building

_

00
•••.•

".Phone 50

$5
. Come in today for - a soft, -flatural- permanent wave!-1111111,164-'
or.-personality hair-do's.

Sincerely,
The
J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home

'The members of the Happy Hour
Club' of New Concord entertained
their husbands and friends Tuesday evening with a Dutch dinner
at the home of Mr. -and Mrs.' Lowry Rains.
After the 'meal contests and
games were enjoyed throughout
the everting: Guests other than
the husbands were,; Mr. and Mrs.
J. R. Williams of Murray and Oury
D. Loving -and Joe Montgomery of
New Concord.

Why not 'protect it end yonr family with adequate
insurance. Fire— and vvindstorins -strike suddenly.
Be preparedlf such a disaster. should strike yon;
insurance.
Protect your family with sufficieW.1ife
•

Complete Head

!Baker Circle Meets. With
Mils. Macey

I

Mrs. W. J. Macey and Mrs. W.
W. McElrath were hostesses Tuesday laftetnoen at the home of the
former for the'regular meeting of
the Baker Circle of tete Alice
Weters Missionary Society.
presided ' over
Mrs. Joe
the business session and get': Cast'.
ler Whitnell eresented a most interesting program on "Bridling the
/ Tongue." ,

.ami&CX

JEAN WEEKS
BEAUTY SHOP
Phone 314

Telephone T
Murray, Ky.
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MURRAY MOTOR CO.

GLADYS SCOTT'S
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512 W. Main

Phone 233
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Subject
of Christian Pastor

Fire Do" Little DAInage „ "Morals" is

Gas in a coal stove exploded
in the home of Dr. D H. Siresa
iin West Main street last night.
"Religion and Morality." will be
Candidates for the position of
but no serious, damage resulted as the sermon subject of A,. V. Havpostrnaster here will take formal
ens, minister of the First Christian
examinations in the high school ,
neighbors contribuftad to a hasty Chairch, at the morning worship
building Saturday. ifaavas declared n
service, next Sunday. "Does going
exiinguishing'of -the flames.
today
to church make the difference beNearly 75 persons filed applicatween- a religious man and a moral
• Hood as -Judge .
tions for test eligibility. No more
man!" asked Mr. • Havens as he
than 30. however, will take the
announced the sermon. "If not,"
exams, It is believed.
_Former Connty Attorney Hall ha continued. "what is the differI •
•
Hood has been acting in the ca- ence. or is there any
This serpacity of County judge during the mon." he stated. "will deal with
BEG YOUR PARDON
absence of Judge John W. Clop- that question." The service will• -7-7ton, who is ill in a local hospital begin at 10:45.
Mrs. LuM..Risenhoover 'will not
The Sunday School. led by Supt.
move to her home on South pglath
R. L. Wade. will meet at 9:30.
0.
G.
Smith
&
&ma
seta
high
street. which she -recently purSunday morning.
chased, as was' Mated in last quality white-faced steers for a
The Christian Endeavor Societies
reeord
price
in
Taylor
-county.
week's paper.
will meet at 6:30. Sunday evening.
She and Mrs. Atlanta Puckett
At the Young People's Society of
In MeCreery county. G. F. Mor- Christian Endeavor, a motion pichave rented the Dr. Ora Mason
.hbuse on South Fourth and will gan has bought 1,300 pounds of ture will be shcwn. entitled. "Unto
move I it March 1
learecTraa seed for spring seeding The Hilts:- depicting a life situation in the southern mountains.
"The Laughing Fool." will be the
sermon subject at the Sunday night,
church service. ''From Fetishes
To Faith." will be the motion picture which will be shown followmg the sermon. The service will
begin at 710.
The Mid-Week Meeting will be
held Wednesday night at 7 o'clock.
The Christian Fellowship League
will hold its monthly dinner meeting. Thursday night at 6:30. A
program of motion pictures will be
,nwn. All men are invited.

SPECIALS

FRIDAY, SATURDAY & MONDAY

2 P&G Soap and 10c Oxydol for
12 oz. Tomato and Kraut Juice
No. 2 can Pineapp:e
14 oz. TOMATO CATSUP
2 Kellogg CORN FLAKES
3 boxes Salt, Soda or Matches
--2-11). can Maxwell House Coffee
Chum SALMON, can
No. 21 2 can PRUNES
2 Blue Pkgs. SUPER SUDS
3 lbs. Evaporated Peaches
2 No. 2 cans Rosedale PEAS
10 lb. Cloth Bag Godchaux Sugar
Berkley Brand Breakfast Bacon,
No Rind, No Waste, lb.
PORK SAUSAGE, lb.
PORK BRAINS, lb.

15c
5c
15c
10c
15c
10c
_We
10c
15C
15c
25c
25c
50c
23c
15c
15c

All Cuts K.C. Steaks and Roasts, Dressed Hens,
Fresh Oysters
BLALOCK
'
S GROCERY
PHONE 375
WE DELIVER
•

THE PUBLIC VOICE1

FOR SALE-Oil stove. Good sondition. Mrs. Sheltie Woods, Hazel
highway. Telephone 556.
rt.

Contributions to this column
upon topics of interest ars always welcome. They do not
necessarily express the views
of this newspaper

HAY FOR SALE-Timothy, 50c per
hundred; Jap. 30c: Pea Hay, 50c.
Have 50.000 pounds for sale. J.
M. Imes, Alm°. Ky.
lc

SCHOOLBOY PATROL

clover, grass, and Jap. Houses. irtga Shop, now located on South
barns and fences in good condi- Third St, in Holland-Hart Bldg
tion. Located 8 miles northeast Bring us your work here.
1p
of Clinton. KY. one-half mile
, from gravel highway, county high FOR RENT-7-room house in one
school and church. L. H. Bar- block of college; will rent all or
clay & Son, Arlington, Ky. M2e part of rooms, can also furnish
ground for truck patches. Mrs,
WANTED TO RENT this spring- Joe Tune, South 15th St.
lc
A modern house with furnace
heat and at least three bedrooms.
RUSH TO THE MURRAY.HATCHAddress Box TWT, care Ledger
ery for a Bargain in BABY
.
& Times.
lp CHICKS: Week Old Chicks at
baby chick price t$8.50 per hunFOR RENT-Three vacant apartdred.) As long as they last! lc
ments
Newly
decorated and
furnished. Near the college on FOR SALE-Nice Jap Hay at ate
West Main street. Otis Harrison. W. V. Kirkland farm on ColdTelephone 325.
ltc water Road; also 1500 lbs. of nice
Kobe Jap seed. Phone 481-J. M3p
FOR RENT-Two front bed-rooms
with private entrances. Rent reasonable. Can also rent one upstairs room for bed-room or
BOGGESS
kitchen. Bathroom on both floors.
For further information see Miss
Alpha McGough at 311 North
Fifth St., on Wednesday or Saturday, or on other days after
5 p. m.

Swann's Grocery
24-Phones--25
A nice latge white bowl Free
with Snouting Baking
Powder
250
Caibbage Plants, 100
tOe
Early Alaska :teed Peas, lb. __ 12541'e
Imported Mustard Seed, lb.
30a
hocolate Candy, lb.
100

Upon the. authority . of the state
-and city, the student body and PIANOS - Kimball, Consolette.
faculty have selected thoroughly Musette are sold exclusively by
Bulk Raisins, 3 lbs.
reliable boys in both Training W. E. Dye, Paducah, Ky. See us
Prunes or Peaches, 3 1134„,
25c
School and High School buildings before you buy. Our low prices
M30p
Sc
Small Prunes, lb.
to act as traffic patrol officers. The will astonish you.
boys in the Training School build- FOR SALE-LESPEDEZA
13
2 lb. Box Crackers
Seed.
ing ride the buses and are pre- Common, Tennessee 78, Sweet
12
Nice Juicy Oranges, dol.
sumed to get off and on each time Clover. and Korean. High Test.
Oranges, doz. .
ZUc
Large
the bus stops to see that the
T, Waldrop, Murray, Ky. tfc
24 lbs. Red Bird Flour
dren are not endangered. The parents whose children ride those FOR SALE-Black Filly coil com58c
24 lbs. Queen of West Flour
buses are requested in the interest ing 2 years old;.also a bay mare
Hershey's Breakfast COCOS, 1 lb. 11c
of safety to encourage their chil- mule coil • coating I year. Will
50 lb. can Best Pure Lard . _ $4.20
dren to obey the directions given make 18 hand mule. Born in
good
condition.
Priced
Sc
reasonBulk Lard, lb.
by the bus drivers and the patrol
able. Charlie Hale, Murray route
Peerless Coffee, Good as Best,
officer.
8
Ip
Cap and Saucer or Plate Free
The -boys who act as traffic cops
With 1 lb- ------------tie
at the street corners of Ninth and STANDINGS - 5-year-old Stud
American Ace Coffee, packed In
Main, Eighth and Main, and Eighth Horse „pained: "Diamond Dick". WANTED-Good renter, to grow
He
Tin, lb.
and Poplar have quite a different and 8-year-old Jack named "Black corn, beans, calves and pigs. Have
type of service to perform. At five Tom". These will make the sea- good home, good land and plenty HEAVY HENS, lb. ... 15c $ lb. Carton Fancy Oats
Mc
son
at
,3esse
Gibbs
&
Son,
Five
periods through" the day these
of pasture. If interested see me
4c
Points.
F23p
We Sell All Kinds of Feed Bulk Oats for C'hickens. lb.
street corners are supervised by
at my office, first floor. Bank of
lbs.,
Rice,
4
15c
Fancy
Extra
Phone 441-13th and W. Main
boys with white belts and badges FOR RENT-My home,
Murray Bldg.. Main St. entrance,
with six
be
Oleomargarine, lb.
so that the traveling public may rooms, modern conveniences. Only Murray, Ky., W. H. Finney.
lp Buying Cream at Old Ice Cretin
Plant on East Main
26c
2 lbs. Sweet 16 Oleo
recognize them as duly appointed two squares from town, on North
160
Sell Fresh Eggs, doz.
officers. We want to advise the Fifth St.
J. T. McElrath. FMp PUBLIC .NOTICE-Spragg's Weldpublic that these boys have been
told to help children across the FOR SALE-1 30-horse power elecstreets and not necessarily halt tric motor; also one No. 2 J-B
traffic unless it is absolutely neces- Hammer Mill, tooth in good conWill sell together or
sary. They are advised to warn dition.
separately. Prices reasonable. See
those who are driving between the
Fl5c
C. W. Curd, Hazel.
•
two school -•zone signs on Main
1 Patient's ' admitted to the Wit- Street to observe the' twenty mile FOR RENT-6-room house, on S.
ham --Mason Memorial Hoepital speed limit. These signs have• been . 15th. 1 block from college, newI during ,he past week:
erected by the state but have not ly decorated this week; bath, hot
i
'•
, Mrs. Budl T. Edmonds, Almizi, been supervised to see that they water, new garage. See Gregg
Miller Murray.
lc
I Robert Lee Waters, Murray, Mrs. are obeyed.
J. E. 'Sweatt Buchanan. Tenn.;
These boys are not on patrol STREAMLINED 1939 WRECKER
' J. W....Hicks, Murray: John W. duty but about an hour and one SERVICE New equipment. ,24.
Clock Sliced and Twisted
Clcpt-on. Murray: Mrs. H. B. Lass-- half during the entire day since hour. fast, dependable Wrecker
3 24 Oz. Loaves
20 Oz.
' :ter. Knight; Edward_ Dawson, for our own protection they are Service. -Charges reasonable. Day
25c
15c
BREAD
2
Loaves
craftily': .-Miss Helen Anderson. needed only when children are ar- phone 97; Night phone 543-W
• Murray; Mrs. M. B. Mitchell, New riving or
BULK
$1.15 ,
25 Lb.
c
l)U
AR
NE
E
leaving the school build- Porter Motor Co.. Chevrolet Sales
Concord: M. M. Coffey. Benton:
tf
10 Lbs. 46c
ing. During these periods, however. and Service.
1
SUGAR
Bag
'Mrs. Don Nix. Murray. Miss Esther
they have been directed to get
, Klasen. Murray; Rudy R •Beard,
FOR RENT-Good farm, well im6 BOXES
license numbers and to report- tO proved. Renter must have team,
FINEST
Calvert City: Mrs. Chester Moore,
13`
MATCHES
BRAND
Meadville, Pa.: Mrs. A. O. Woods, the judges those who have V10- tools, feed, and labor to handle
. toted the speed limit and conse- 60 to..70 acres crop. Post Office
Murray.
quently we respectfully urge our Box 247, Telephone 259-J, Murc
Talla
tirvi
NK
FoarncjiiP
Tall
99c
C. Club
Patients dismissed during the
Flap
own•citazens to cooperate with us ray, Ky..
10
LAG
SALMON
Can
Fancy
Red
'past week:
in safeguarding lives of children. FOR SALE-376 acre Farm: 325
Mrs. Lola angles. Murray; Gene Parents are requested to advise
c
3Blabg.
Stotlitht
1
b.g55. L
19
h c 3Bla
lba.s49cFLrbenc
VCaC.Cplaucbk 2 lca
acres in cultivation, 250 acres in
Bland. Murray: Mrs. A. 0. Woods, the children to heed these instruc43
COFFEE
Murray: Carl McGehee, Greenfield. tions. The sbk boys-acting as this
Term.; Miss Imogene Brieh, Mur- patrol represent our
finest type of
Lyon's Best, Pillsbury, Gold Medal
ray: Pearl Faard. Cadiz: Baby
dependable young men and -they
saA
cb 45.
ibOK
saLE
cb 49c
C.lbCLsa
24 g
20
24
4N
aac
ibDA
UcBb 65c AV
Lbb. 75c 24
Jerry aaSue Valenaine. Puryear,
have undertaken this civic duty at
FLOUR
-atTenn.: Mrs. E. B. Lassiter. Knight;
the expense of their own time withButler Hunt. Cottage Grove. Tenn.:
c
Home
Asst. Manhattan 9tc Gingersnaps or 9tc
Mrs. W. T. "Sledd. Sr.. Murray; out any remuneration whatsoever.
As Long As They Last
Mrs. J. E. Futrell and baby. Hazel; We ask your intelligent and symCOOKIES or Jack Frost 2 lbsLisal Fag Bars, 3 lbs. Gel Sugars, lb. 1O
cooperation.
Mrs. M. B. Mitchell. New Concord; pathetic
Sincerely,
Miss Margaret' Graves, Muir15".
Soda or
C. Club Brand
C. Club Brand Macaroni,
W. J. CAPLINGER, Supt.
Mrs. Don Nis, Murray; J. W Hicks,
Seashells 25c
SPAGHETTI, Elbows, Se
Murray Public Schools,
Murray.
Graham
CRACKERS 2-1
MURRAY
, Goa)
lb. B'xes 25c
Murray, Kentucky.
THREE 1 lb. Cello. Pkgs.
It pays to read our Classifieds

11111111101EIMIEMBEIR
PRODUCE
HIGHEST
Market Prices For
Poultry and Eggs

inumunimmemlim
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Hospital News

Comple
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The d
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I
i

1
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SPECIAL!
Week Old Chicks

BABY CHICK PRICE

UTOTE-EM
"The Best For Less" Is More Than a
Motto With U-Tote-'Em
Back when your mother
groceries •
buying las gracerl
• and
you never dreamed yo• mould marry John . .
V -Tote-Tin
adopted a slogan that oas also t'-Tote-'Em's founding policy:
"The. Best or ,Less." By well-planned. large (want,- buying
quick turnover and efficient distribution we have managed
1. make that motto become ntore.tben just a motto in the
ii ds
arilefEnt -auslosaers.-.-To Slient-14-bas-becarne an
accepted fact. Arid 11 is a fact : . a fact that lieCOMPS more
concrete through all the passing year,

LARD, Finest Quality Pure Hog, in
4 lb. Cartons
,32c

a

CLASSIFIEDS

SALMON,_ churn,
COFFEE, That Good
No. 1 Tall
9c
Keco, lb.
15e
CHEESE, American
APPLE SAUCE,
21c
Fancy Lan
Sc • Loaf, lb.
RICE KRISPIES,
SPINACH,
2 pkgs.
21c
No. 2 can, 2..for.. :15c
PALMOLIVE
TOILET
PEACHES, Evapor, SOAP, bar
Sc
ated,)25 lb.-bot $1,95
TOOTHPICK* 3
Matches, carton`of 6 17c
Sc boxes
10e

SUGAR Extra Fine Quality in
10,1b. Paper,Bags

45c

Sliced Beef, glass jar 13
,c PORK & BEANS, 3
Large 2 - cans
25c
CRACKERS, Fresh
Krisp, 2 lb. box a.
12c PEACHES, S. Dale,
.._23s
can
12c
WHEATIES, 2 Pk
-Meat for Boiling:lb Site
PEAS, No. 2 cans, •
POTATOES, U. Si
*4 for
25c
No. -1.15 lb. pk. -2St
CORN, No. 2 cans,
SLICED BACON,
4 for
25c
Dixie;
23e

FLOUR, Nero, The South's Favorite,
24 lb. Bag
70c
Tomato Juice, Campbell's, 20.oz..can
Sc
Electric Light Globes,
2 for
15c
SALT, 100 lb. bag
85c
Dairy Feed, 24 Pveteiti,'bag
51.45
Keco Starting Mash
8 J-3 lb. bag:,. 25c
ROLLED OATS,
10 lb. Bag ..-..-.,---. 30c

All CANDY BARS
3 for
10c
Chocolate Drops and
Fancy Mixed, lb. 10c
HAM BAGS, Large,
210r
.
5c
STORM PAPER, Red,
Roll, 49c; Blue . 53c
NAILS, 6 lbs. for ,.25c
Thrifty Hog Fattener,
Bag
$1.75

We At All Times Carry a Complete Line
Of Field And Garden Seed

($8.50 per 100)

SALE
PUBLIC,
A Public Sale will be held at
the J. S. Grogan home, 1 mile
North of New Providence on New
Hope-Pravidence highway. Tuesday. February 28. at 10 a. m.. and
will include: Two mules, 1 milk
cow. 1 wagon and harness, I bugBY. 1 riding plow, 1 mowing machine_'_untL:
_Amy iake- .2
2-horse pTows, 2 1-horse as,
double shovels. I cultivator. 1 drag
harrow. 2 roOri-ftiot harrows, 1 set
scales 'beam). 1 cook stove. 2
feather beds with pillows inaael. I
bedro:m suite 13 piece/. - I crosscut saw. 1 disc harrow, and various othee-items too numerou.s. _to
mention "here. -.-Wrt announced
at sale.-D. P. FARRIS.

MURRAY FOOD ,

HOMINY
Pounda 49.

.

•

10

Green Cuts and Tips

.

C. Club Brand APPLE
No. 2
SAUCE 2
Cans

a.
1.19c

ASPARAGUS 2
MURRAY

Del Monte Brand
PEAS
17 Oz. Can

Size

PRUNES

29c
49c

GREEN BEANS, Gallon Can .
SLICED PEACHES, Gallon Can

No. 2' 25c

4.

c
1O

15c

Dromedary Brand CRANBERRY

TWINKLE
Asst. FBloaav.

PRODUCE CO
East Maple (Depot) St.

LLEY & CARSON

COUNTRY
CLUB

SAUCE

50 Pound -CatY $3.89

COUNTRY _
CLUB

BULK

Center tut
Slices

HAMS

25
-" OE...'

2

Whole or Half
v2.
Side
Pound 19

SUGAR
CURED

BACON

3

Pounds

Whole or Half
Pound

39c
Lb.

Chuck PCouutasd

The Following Prices Good Friday, Saturday, "
and Monday
•

Flour, Lynn Grove Best, 24 lb. bag
and 5 oz. S. K. Baking Powder
62c
ORANGES,full of juice, each
1c
CHERRIES, No. 2 cans, 2 for
25c
Beech Nut Elbow Macaroni, pkg. . 10c
46 oz. Topmost Grapefruit Juice . . 19c"
PORK CHOPS,lb. 20c
Can Tomatoes, No.2 cans, 2 for .,. 15c
Matches or Arm and Hammer Soda
3 Packages
10c
Oyster Shells, 25 lb. bag
25c
Ham Sacks, large size, 2 for
5c
Light Bulbs, 40 Watt, 2 for
15c
Heinz Fresh Cucumber Pickles,
Large Size
22c
Soap, Laundry, any kind, 6 large
bars
23s,
.• •
One 10c Octagon Granulated Powder,
2 Oc.targon Toilet Soap
15c
----mEATMARKETCouhtry Sliced Ham, Finest Banquet Beef, Pork,
Veal, Dressed Hetts, Oysters, Cold Cuts,
Chile and Cheese of all Kinds
PHONE 37

.
23
27c

Eatmoii Brand

BEEF

FOOD MARKET

PROMPT DELIVERY

4c

DESSERT

LARD

I2-PHONES-9109

WANTED-Heins, Fryer Chickens,
Shelled Corn, Eggs

KRAUT or

70-80
We Pay Highest Market
Prices For
EGGS, POULTRY,
and CREAM

Mr. and Mrs. Keith Morris, young
Murray couple, narrowly escaped
serious injury Sunday afternoon
when their automobile skidded on
wet pavernent....near Purdorn's stars
on the East Highway and turned
over, pinning them in the car.
It was not until a' passerby came
along that they were -able to extricate themselves.

MARKET

SUGAR, 10 lbs.
47c
COFFEE,(Best in Town)
2 lbs.
25c
BREAD, (Aunt Betty)
3 for
32 oz. Jar Apple Butter 15e
12 oz. Jar Sour Pckles . Sc
Pilot Brand, 32 oz. Jar
Assorted Jellies
. 25c
1 lb. Red Robe Coffee
and Bowl
24e
Crackers, 2 lb. hozt
12c
Rolled Oats, 5 lb. bog,
Fine quality
23c
Onions, large, sweet, lb. 4c
Black-eyed Peas, 6 lbs 25c
My-T-Good Flour, 24 lb.
Bag
55c
White Frost Flour, 24 lb.
Bag
73c
Full sue Brass Wash
Boards
39c
; Clean Quick toap Chips
Box
-38c
iOxydol, Mammoth sine
Box
60c
i Dreft, "The Wonder ,
Flakes"
14c
LARD, Bulk, Ib.
Steak, Round or Loin
35c
1 2 lbs.
' Pork Steak, 2--1ba.354
t SAUSAGE, 2 lbs.
25c
; Armour's Cloverbloom
I Cheese, lb.
22c

HATCHERY
Murray, Kentucky

Morrises.Lucky;
Escape Injury as
Auto Overturns

9c

Pound
17c

ROAST

OLEO
'1.)klitt

DRY SALT
JOWL MEAT

BOLOGNA

9c

Lb

Perfect in ,
Tr
iatyu.relb 20.

Dixie Brand

2 Pounds 25c

RUM FLAVORED

MARGARINE

MINCE MEAT Pound 15c

WHITING

LONGHORN
3

Pounds

Pound
25c

FISH

- CHEESE

17`

.....

HEAD

For

GRAPEFRUIT- Size

TEXAS

10

.
25

HEAD

5.

LETTUCE
15 Pound PECK

BAKING POTATOES

25c
POUND

10

ONIONS
FLORIDA
FEED

BAG

ORANGES

19c
150 size
Doz.

29c

288Eascizhe
lc

.6a9
g;$B1R
NS
.BA
GHiiBAasgH$1B
T
MIA
BN
sil()
Bratgs bag1.15$1
STARTING
.350ATS 5 Bb
l.
a g 19c

Wesco,_1 lb. Box 10c

WESCO GRAHAM

1 lb. box

lb
o;12c.CRACKERS
Wesc° CRACKERS 2 B

2 lb.Box 19c

BLACK
BULK
Pound

,PEPPER

10c

10c I SNOWDRIFT

3 lb. can
49c
6 lb. can 98c

APPLE
22 Oz.

PEANUTS

10c
BIllad
N -

BUTTER

Jar 1

, HIGHEST PRICES ALWAYS PAID,

•
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SECTION TWO
Six Pages

ree
25o
20c
12Sse

New Series No. 617

THE LEDGER & TIMES
COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
•
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

$1.
00 a year in Calloway
Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
year elsewnere
a State of Kentucky.
the
year to any address
a
2•00 other
than above.

$1.50

$

Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, KentuelZY, Thursday Afternoon February 23, 1939

Volume CVII; No.8

30o
,
2.5e
25e
Sc
13%
12
20c
_ 50c
58c
lb. Ile
$4.20
_

Sc

tat,
Free
25c
d in
25e
Z5c
4c
15e
Itle
25c
15e

Child Education Many Methodists
Group is Planned
Attend Meeting

Challenge Lynn Grove For County Honors

Calloway County Champions or

1938

Miss Nellie Mae Wyman Acts As Dii-triet Missionary Rally Is Under
Chairman of Murray
Direction of Eld. C. N.
College Unit
Jolley, P. E.
-a
More than 150 repaesentatives of
Twenty -seven 'Members of the
education department both faculty Methodist churches In the Paris
members and students, attended a district, many of them horn Calmeeting Thursday night, February loway county, attended the Dis16, to djscuss plans for organizing trict Missionary Institute at the
i a chapter of the American Associa- First Methodist church in Paris
tion of Childhood Education at Friday.
The Rev. C. N. Jolley, presiding
Murray State College. elder, was in charge of the meetMiss Nellie Mae Wynn, member
ing.,
of the faculty at the college, acted
The principal talk of the—day
as chairman of the meeting. Mae
was made by the Rev. P. L. PalRay ,and Miss Brock, critic teach- m,et, missionary to Japan. who is
irs at the Training School, made on leave of absence. He told of
talks outlining the purpose and his experience as a long-time resiThe Murray Tigers, most powerful and dependable oraaniasiion ever developed here by Coach work of the association. Other dent of Japan.
Preston - Holland. are like ferrets on the trail as they seek to wrest the count's, and dietriet championship Training School critic teachers who
Other 5peakers were the Rev. J.
attended the meeting 'were' Misses
canaday, Jackson; Mrs. G.
from the hands of opponents.
Trousdale. Manor, and Helm.
C. McLarin Paris: the Rev. E. D.
In the picture, seated left to right, are Harmon Smith,. forwards Gene Patteaaon, guard; Hal Kingins,
Committees were appointed to i-Farris, Hardin; the Rev. E. V.
foruard, Captain Heron West, forward; Thomas Fancy, guard; and Virgil Robertson, guard.
draw up a constitution, and to ar- Womack, Jackson. and the Rev. J.
Above are pictured members of Lynn Grove's high school basketball team, %miners of 16 out of 18
Standing, left to right, are Manager George Ed tones; Jay Bland, guarda G. W. Gardner, center; Coach range, foe publicity 'for the next L. Horton, Memphis.
games in regular season play, last year's county c.hanipion.s. and potent contenders for county .and district
Preston Holland; 'Billy Fair, forward; Clayton Williams, forward; and James Mason Baker, assistant meeting, which is to be held Thurshonors this year.
day night, March 2.
manager.
In the picture, first row,'left to right, are Captain 011k-hail, Lyndell Reeves, Milford Hart, Vester
All education students of the
Todd, and Noah Armstrong; second row, left- to right, are Coach Boron Jeffrey, Hugo Wilson, Ralph
college are eligible for memberwindow through WhIchaa shot had Brandon's Mill, arid after awhile
Royat, Mack Wright, and Manager Watson • Arnett.
ship, and it is especially hoped that
been fired a few minutes earlier took p 32-calibre pistotakom the
elementary education students
Motion picture films about the
iito a _geOup-ol. -young people,
aeountant. discussed farm accc tint- aarday afternOon at 1 o'clock in the
svelte tarry5ng-44 outside. with -her: will- take part in--the-organization. size - of a -Man's fingernail' are begathered at the residence of Bailey
when
Waylon
here
keeping to all persons who are ; courtroom
used
to
preserve
many
of
the
'Later,
ing
theashot
was
fired,
narrowly
Barnett on North Thied Street.
closing accounts for 1939. and at 1 !Rhodes will give a discussion of
old-age
insurance
records
of
the
. _is;Suspected of Firing Shot' into
No cne. was injured, although missing Dallas Rye and Toy Cress,
o'clock on 'Wednesday talked to I beef cattle types.
Social Security ,Board, accordihg
Party of - Younesters Here
flying
glass scratched
several. acquaintances of the girl. ,
farmers opening accounts. These I
a
to
R.
A.
,Tweedy,
manager.
of
the
Sunday Night
Miss Jones refused to confess the
A full -Week for Calloway a'gri- sneeches Were in the liberal arts
Paducah office of the Bureau of
shouting; although the anstia from
Eyes are the most essential
culturists. was -half cagapleted building at Murray State College,Old-Age Insurance. Mr. Tweedy today as County Agent J. /*-1 CochMiss F.seie B.- Jones, 16, daugh- which the shot was fired lay near equipment you take to schenl. er
Today and tomorrow, farmers
explained that this plan to reproter of Less Jones, a_farmer cf near her when she was, arrested.
to business.
ran prepared to e,:ntinue his sched- here are and will be in attendance
James
Hendrickson,,-Claire
of
Bruce,
duce
many
permanent
records
It was understood Miss Jones
ule for the period's activities.
Brandon's Mill, was held for inat the annual shart course in #gThis is National Save Your Vis- and Company, who are on their non-explosive film will make it
vestigation here this week after with a group of seven or eight had
On Monday' at 9:30, W. W. Ma- riculture at the Princeton substa- _ Marshall county lima r stores _
twelfth
annual
tour,
presentedatwo
possible
to
save
space
in
storing
she had been arrested by Sheriff come 'to the Bernetts, relatives of ion Week, Check the efficiency of
gill, state horticulturist, addressed tion farm, where today they will caused Wednesday at noon as the
Shakespearean ptay, - at Murray the original records.
ta Fox late Sunday night near a the girl, after an earlier party at your Sight once each year.
farmers in the Palestine commun- hear W. G. Finn, Washington, di- sta,e Coati of Appeals upheld the
State College Wednesday at 2
ity cal 'strawberry culture; at 1 rector of the East Central region lodtl option vote held more than a
o'clock in the afternoon and at
.„ matte our own only "the in- o'clock he -went to Blakely, for a of the - Agricultural Program,: lec- year ago and considered illegal
8 p. m. "The Merchant of Venice.
'formation we are able to Absorb. -similar lecture, mad at 3:00 spoke ture on the program in placa of through court action since that,'
was "given in the afternoon, while Eye fatigue destroys the power of to farmers of the Murray com- 0. M. Farrington, originally sched- time.
"Jailius Caesar" filled the evening concentration-51nd therefore abeorp- munity.
The ruling includes beer sales
uled to fill the engagement.
program.
The week's bill will close Sat- and other intoxicating beverages.
lion. ,
On Tuesday R E Proctor. state
This same company presented
two Shakespearean plays at Murray in 1936".. and met with success
here. The company of ten actors
haa-Feen Chosen with The utmost
care for its suitability, training,
and experience in Shakespearean
interpretation, and for the most
part tile personnel remains the
same from year to year.

MotiOn Pictures
Record Age Data

Miss Essie Jones
Is Held by Sh

_

Full Week Spurs
Ag Proponents4

Actors "Present
Great,Dramatist's
Plays Wednesday
•- ••• .

ttiquor is Banned
By Marshall Law

SPRING SHOWING
Hotpoint Appliances

See,Our Window

.----•-•

cif

MODEL B

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
s.

-Pastor will preach morning and
evening. Subjects: A. M., "PRAYERS". who they are, their task,
when, where and why it must be
done; P. M., "IS IT TRAGEDY or TRIUMPH?"
_Let all the members who secured
literature and envelopes for China
Relief, be sure te return their envelopes next Sunday and place
same in. the offering plates 'when
passed through the audience; if
you did n.:t get an envelope please
do so and have a part irt this very
ta'irtattaafa Winer'
lite.
,
lay.
Sunday School with classes for
all ages taught- by splendid teachers and 'etirected by competent
officers 'meets every Sunday at
9:30. each class meeting in a separate room .for Etible-kaatua-study.
Training Union • meets every
Sunda-night at 6;15. with a' very
fine' character building program
aireyibLualy. arranged by a number
-of theinc-st eeliable. Bible students
to be found anywhere. These
-sludre-s—ara's so arranged to assis,
in `making a well rounded, poised
and balanced life. There is a
union for each age beginning with
the Juniors.
Mid-week meeting consisting af
Bible study, prayer, praise and
testimony. This meeting fills iLery
important place in the Jife of the
individual Christian and 'the
etturett corning as - tt- does'
:Pict ?fritway between. _Sundays. A brief
but helpful ,study- of the Sunday
School, lesson -immediately -follows.
the mid-weels meeting.
The church extends a most earn'
-eat invitation to every one -lo worehip here whenever it is possible
a
to do sos
Special set-Vices will be arranged
for March 5. Which day and date
will mark the closing of the' third
year and the begining of the fourth
year of the present pastorate. This
special service as are all others a
the churOh, is for all the people
Sam P. -Martin. Pastor

f

f

• Follow the lead of value-wise refrigerator
buyers —"Shop them all. Make a note of
claims. Then see Hotpoint."
Be sure that the refrigerator you buy has all
the modern improvements which make real
value. Hotpoint's Value Yardstick shows
_
_ the
36 important features you can have at no
extra cost.
Check up before you sign up.. Come in
today and check up on the new 1939 Hotpoint
Electric Refrigerators.
POP-ICE TRAYS
Pop out the cubes with
notpoint's clever PONICE TRAY—two or trayful, as you wish. No wet
bands or spattered clothing. No more cube wasti.
SIX-WAY COLD STORAGE ,
COMPARTMENT
Consists of glass defrosting tray and porcelain
enamel meat drawer,
constructed to permit six
different arrangements.
THRIFTMASTER
Vacuum sealed Thriftmaster. Low operating
cost. No oiling required.
Coveted by five-year
protection plan.,
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MODEL B IMPLEMENTS FOR FASTER FARMING
PLOWING—The model B does• better
job of plowing at twice the speed of
hor•e•, up to 4 miles an hour.

No.

116 Moldboard pirate $85.50 f.o.b.

CULTIVATING—I-row

Quick-Hitch

Cultivator for Model B, $50.25 f.o.b.
Capacity up to 50% more than singlerow horse cultivators.

Rotary hoe .

MODEL RC TRACTOR ... 2-PLOW POWER

attachment 610.55 f.o.b.

A new Allis-Chalmers model for 1939. Pulls two 14-inch plows under
average soil conditions-.--Between the B and WC Models in power,
price and performance. Equipped with the time-saving Quick-Hitch
implements (2-row) . , handles belt or power take-off work . . .
hauls up to 7/
1
2 miles an hour.

140W1111--Frareill5irlfttsd-af-ron•no
you've always wanted; TIti 5-foot
Pull-Wow

Solot
Atoweea,..
Sido
mounted where you can watch it.

HARVESTING.--New

size All-Crop

Warirewer 6345.00 f.o.b. factory. Gives
you

independ•nce

from

binding,

shocking, threshing, custom outfits.
Cuts and threshes small grains, bean.
and studs—up to 1 acre per

hour.

MATCHED IMPLEMENTS FOR -monns RC AND WC

IP
MODEL WC TRACTOR ... FILL'2-PLOW
Quite-Hitch two-row rottlyetor
for Allodel WC or RC-6123.25
FaCtrey.

FoP-Vvew Safety Mow!, tor
Model SP/' ard RG—$138.00
F 0 B. -

AN-Croo Harvester for Model
WC Tractor—S.925.00 F.O.B.
Factory

New 1939 Model of the fast-stepping WC Tractor. FULL 2-PLOW
POWER. Streamlined—rights and starter standard equipment on
air-tired model. Pulls two 1-4-Inetaplows up to 5 miles an hour; hauls
up to 10 millet an hour. .Gives you shorter hours—higher
.pay.

VTRAC-TOR TO flIT YOUR FARM

FREE SHOW

MODEL WC, ,Leftl—Stsil
Wheels, full two-olow power.
MA F.01. Factory.
MODEL UC.
3-plow power—lastest, mote
rrswerful ctiffivet-ng tenter.
51345 on rubber, F.O.B.
Factory.

County Students
Named to Offices
Hotpoint Valise Yardstick slows 36
Ovistaading Refrigerator Features:
6-Way Cold Storage Compartment&
Pop-Ice Tray* Adjustable Interior.
Seei-utiostatic defrosting. N.
dessert tray. Vacuum sealed Thriftmaster eseckaaiss. AD-steel calsiret.
Feed Addy page. And 28 more.

World's Lowest Priced Neal Farm Tractor

Here is a new way of farming, a new way of living . . .for
YOU and YOUR FAMILY! The MODEL B TRACTOR
outfit fulfills all your hopes for freedom, independence,
security—the rewarais ;of the POWER.system. The
MODEL B replaces four to six horses, cuts your power
investment and operating cost 25% to 50%. With implements'to match, it does a COMPLETE job of farming;
takes the backaches out of plowing, preparing seedbed,
planting, cultivating, harvesting, mowing, hauling,
beltwork. You travel at TWICE the speed of horses.
And you ride in corttl Talk it over with us today!

IdOtt8.1.

WE
talr=fuN
2-olow power. $5113 on nilher.
P.O V. Factory: $623 ea reel.

Miss Reba Dunn, senior from
Hazel, was elected president of the
1,‘C
r. sp cal Club at its regular meetinTuesday morning. February-14.
• officarg. chosen wag*: -Johnny Parrigan, Murray, vice-Presis
-dent: and Miss Rebee-ea imn.
Sharpe, secretary-treasurer.
Pater election,, of officers, the
club thernbers enjoyed -a Valentine
peat,a during which contests were
field and ,refreshments served.
*e•
\
Cooverative marketing of vegetables is, receiving the attentlen
of Jefferson county farmers.

4th 114Onday, Feb. 27, 1 p. m.in Holland-Hart
Bldg.—So. 3-rd St. Back of U-Tote-'Em Groc.
In Spragg's Welding Shop
•

a.

MODEL Cl right —Faster
3 ft 4-olner Onne
rraw+ar
traztor. $1375 FO B. Factory,

See These Tractors At This Free Show; Also at

I TAYL R-Hazel, Ky.
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were made by Some of the
Jersey herds.
One Calloway herd averaged foi
e. .
Onigiblation of The Murray Ledger. The Calloway Tiaties, and The the year 4411 pounds of butterfat
Times-Herald. October 20; 1928 .•
per cow which they tell us is 5ft
- PUblished by The Calloway Publishing Company, Inc.
4
I psunda of
In January 1933
North Fourth Street. Murray-Kentucky,
!se+en ote this herd averaged .74
—
_ ,
- ' . i•J
.
rounds of. butterfat each, and ons
R. R. Meloan and John S. Neal_ Publishers
w made 94 pounds of butterfat
John S. Neal
Ectitureandi,Aadvertising Manager
.
e lin the 31 days of Januery 1939,
Entered at tbe Postoffice, Murray, Kentucky. as second (east mail matter.
which is 115- porands in one month
_from one cow..

THE LEDGER & TIMES.

1

..:
4

!Collins. the McReynolds, the Keefe
the Nichols And a host of others
from Western Kentucky who have
made! good. I was about to forget
to mention Brother Motley who
served the Murraq Chrielian church
so long who is now at Cocpus
Christi and has already made for
himself a place in the hearts of' all
who have met him. Room and opportunity are still here for ambitious and deserving individuals,
John Wright HoLsapple

flutter.

r

SIEMBIER
losAiKNAL EDITORIAL
SSClTI
ii

J(TiJçKY PRES
ASSOCIATION

/ 93 3

11116111T/1/1 ilasset. •
Subscription Rates:-In First, Congressioner District and Henry and
-Stewart -Coun1iese-Ten.ae_111.90 a year; Kentucky. 91.90: Rleewhere $2 00.
Mvertising Rates and IniormatrOleistfout Calloway--County market
furieWmd upon application

The Newspaper for the Home

These figures impressed your editor very mtieh since he was reading in 0 titan pulaication that the
average Ginter-fat ^production of all
milk gews in Kentucky was 19t
pinincIS et butterfat per year. which
meene that these jersey cows-hersin eillIOWIly county have.produeed
more than. j time, as much as the
.eveivee Kentucky. cow. and of
course you know a good cow mile
eats
little inure than an ordinary
cow who produces about 150 pumice
per year.

Hutson and She returnea to- Murray College
1Sundays.son. E. J.
With* Jean Jackson-4s improv• Those in the home of Mr. and
ing at this writing.--Blue Ja)
Mrs. Payton Nance and children.
were Mr. and Mrs. Robert Carlisle
to read or Classifieds
and children and B.i1 PrigtoriC hart.
Oneswho were there .a -while SunET CRAWFOttse Dentie
day were Henry Morris and sons. Wishes to 'announce the removal
Hafford and Edward.'
of his 'offices to ii new location
Laura Bell Morris ha's been via- °tier the New Bank of Murray
iting her parents, mi. and Mrs. Entrance next to Jones Drug
tfc
Store.
Arthur Morris, over the week-end
Mr. End 'Mrs. Oren

U . park

DR. F.

Tan Is Favorite
Spring Shoe Color

FEET HURT?

Your shoes this spring will have
-a very- definite shade or combineLion of shades .
. and that will
be tan! This is the big color, and
all men will bc., wearing it in csmbination with suits of grey, blue,
green and tweed mixtdres.
Tans
land
its
complemereal
range from a deep Cordovan reddish hue through a long list of
shades to lightest tone. These are
wood tan. York tan. Belmont tan,
pheasant tan, rustic tan, and town
ten.
Datebboy Shoes a flit!
The
popular
new
Dutchboy
model is a hit with men who like
real comfort for everday wear.
This model is made to fit the contours .of tour feet, and. naturally,
gives your step a bit more spring
and pep! It la show in all pepular .new shades of tin. • in addition
to new and novel stitching effects:
Comfort is essential in all spring
shoes, but 'this does anot sacrifice
style.
The new ruggedness is
masculine . and always ensembles.

He asked a lot of questions aeout
how ,this remarkable herd was gotten together: If purchased._ from
other well known- breeders after
it was established that they were
40
.goltzi producers. Hut Mr. Harris.
Marshal and i.ouise Rainer in "Dramatic School" starting Teesstrifaq ..lies ktiown Ibis herd person- Alan
ally liar some time told him thet day at the Varsity
it has-been bred' on the farm where
it is now located. This herd rizei
been raised from two or -three cow,:
bought -einne Yeees ego enel.mated
4herd. bulls that have had the
EXTRA SESSiluoi
!
ability to beget ealiies. which when
crowded_ _CIA lend:Ars in.. _lentic.
lt3Ve, -as. Ine _ereM--•eesr
houses of'the General A.sse-mbiy in
be. eithei-helidek as herd sires
, -fess
Tennessee together wuteever-growTemple. Texas, Februari. 18, 1939
other herds and thus•inereased the
ing state problems appeared today Dear Editor:
production of the next generation
to be foreing the adminisitation
Ole Eagle's reference to his ripe
or- as heifeis ,have grown up- to
CdiV.._ Prentice Cooper into ex. watermelon
Deeemlier and Mrs.
become
these
individifal- buff&
.•unty events are more important to the average
tending the 55-day -limit set for Crosby's ripe tomatoes in January
are.attracting -attenfactories,.
that
miSt
of
;_,Vit
propaganda
ever
the
citizen than
- beforethis =session.
leads me to say that I have had
tion all over -Kentueky and among
sometifnes covers surface coridition,s so much that he may
ripe tomatoes .0n. my own vines
Jersey- -n4o eisewhece.
— Whiskey for Sale
öw1tati reaTly- going on.
fin.. it difficult to
here in Temple .on Christmas Day.
But that . is another story, enThe „Pans city council was form-. They just grew' out in the open
Intelligent readers have fdund that they can •rely tirety true and 100 per cent of local
, Mr. and Mrs. Payton Nance and
ally
reouciated
to
teke
action
'10 welt nopeoteetion whatsoever. We elaiklren. Sue and James Thomas,
upon The Ledger et Times to, keep them above the mist setialori However.'-if you are milking
curb the ,present. almost'-open have all kinds of fresh vegetables
and help them tti interpret events correctly: Mrs. Robert Carlisle and son, J.
one-coussee several cows, you could
liquor traffic in the city". at its the yew= around-not all grown'
Mrs. Henrik...Morris and daughtsi
2 The Ledger has a ;Christian viewpoint and a freedom find out if your cows could. not
regular meeting last Tnesdaf night. aftiund Temple., however. We are
Vida Max, wete in Puryear Saturfrom parttsan influence whi,ch makes .its news. and com- be bred to .such Imlay as wined
within
waday's
'delve'
of
the -11-io -day evening and visited awhile
ment fair: and - unprejudiced.- It -informs -but does mot- in- give ! you in the -next Aterteratiun
• • Cumberland High
Grande Valley and trucks run reit- with Mr. and Mrs. -Willie Morris.
heifers better than. their dams have
flame.
The Cumberrand river reached ularlas Come to Texas!
Mrs. Morris is on the sick list.
In the home, too, the Ledger
: & Times protects 'chil- been, and thessget your cattle out its crest. a height of 64.5. at Eddy- .
Brent Morris rettirned home Satity• the way, I am glad you rim
of that 150 class as sown as posdren from morbid and .tiensationAl news, questionable _pievile !Thursday Large numbers of
Eagle's. picture, with his articles-- urday after spending a few
stale,- and in the most 'practical
residents
were
forced to leave their
- tures and .advertisements; for its advertising standard
notabecau -he Is so handsome but with his uncle' and aunt in Clarksand inexpensive way.
homes and- seek sanctuary on highMatches the editorial and news for wholesome reading. ,
because- 1-always did like to look
-Here'a- 0 practical plan. A scruO
•
Become a- mieular reader, and gain a clearer vision cow bred to a pure bred bull, will erMr. ancriiirs.-Vr Wallace and
at people when they are talking
of what is going on in your county and 'community.
to me. Do you like for one to children and Mr. and Mrs. Guy
make the first, offspring, one half
Cooper May Run
whom you are talking to look Hutson were Sunday callers of
pure bred. Heifers half pure bred
Republicans high in councils of
around at everything in sight when
bred to a pure bred bull in the
the party Sunday were talking Of
you are trying to carry,on a consecond' generation give calves 3-4
John Sherman Cooper. Somerset,
• t.
Not the greatest number of days has February,-but it had -enough to pure: theseeheifers bred to a pure as ,a --candidate for the nomination versation with him' But most modern writers expect the reader to
bred bull in the third generation for
Governor. News also dame from
glee birth to.
, nation's greets:et -Anseriesuiti,
guess at their looks and their nem_
give offspring seven eighths pure,
F.rankfort that Attorney General
February'12 and February
were anniversaries of those births:
as well. I have often wondered
and in the fourth generation bred Hubert
Meredith.
'Gr,i-enville,
who
the one...01._Lincoln. the_ oilier nfWashingion
what-- your "Sweet Pea," -Cild
pure- tried-butts wilt i give- you
Etas clashed over eipenclituto poliIn celebration of the bit th of- noble ,mete-lhoge-- Who'aee gone a
Malt!," - "Nentucky Bell," "Golden
cattle fifteen-sixteenths pore bred: cies
with some members of Gov
... thanks to Blastsnot honoeed more: but from their memory which- generatee our esteem. whicn to all practical 'purposes is
Lock." -Brown Eyes.'Kentuck_y
A. - B. Charldler's Administlaition,
Draught. Often that
we who live gain increased devotion ibr causes which we hold dear.
Tiller," -"Happy
Jack." •
okehaeAnd this can tee done with- has firedahie
name for the Demo-droopy, tired feeling is caused
-Rambler:- ''Humming -.Bird" 'Ten, That mar business institutions on Februarell2.22 tertuainallelosed ,in out buying expensive eattie to 's
atie nomination to succeed himby constipation, an everydaynessee :Hill Bi1ly:1,and all the !vest
oina-leseeitiy-- -important pier to self,and
remembrance of George-. Washington's birthdam---netther --eddest•-•
has declared he- will makethief of energy. Don't put up
look
like.
Radio
are
broadcasters
in
.
.
munLis__Lo_
keep
detracted -from the -,accomplaelepeate-foreenbich-Sgastsitsgtoss-wee
breeding the -raee on his own record. , .4
with it. Try the fine old_already able to have their pictures
great; rather it superimposed an ideal, one tot-Which we have all striven. to -bulls of known milk producing
vegetable medicine that simappear
'
the
sdial
when
they
strains,
and
avoid inbreeding.
.
andd-seteit earth diamond-clear boionur
inward Mini:Is._ Wickliffe Wins
ply makes the lazy colon go
.
.
speak. Ales not the newspaper
_Incn
lies we find
in
The Wickliffe basketball team
back to work and brings
Thus it.-es! fitting that in recognition of t_)e ereedom-loving spirits - ution making
correspondent? Most of your corthat within the last "few ilialits won the county championship.
prompt relief. Just ask forA
last
of ue all. Murray State -College sF-Td have elicrserr -yesterday-Februtheee have been- placed in this *Sec- week when it defeated Blandville respondents carry feminine names
ary 22-as the -day -ori. which it would,inaugurateei -planned program
and their - pictures would add intion-about 25 Mills from tested in the finals:'
of citizenship-one on which instructor and 21-year-old achieved cows. - aline Qt. these from - cows
terest_ to. . their communicatioelj
"An old friend
a common understanding _.-.and a common footing: upon the plan -of ,which produced from 74 to 94
Come to think of it, it would Se*
No Electric Tex
human rights, never to be relinquished tier repudiated.
too much speSee for all these picpounds of butterfat per month. In
of the family.”
The city of Paris-will be exempt
tures; besides. T-doubt if any of,
Washington and -Lincoln . are no more.....laut,rwe have the assurance some warmr.unities all -the farmer (torn
previsions of ate, proposed
them would make a favorable comthat so long as lives the
thitt. ;Wiled them to such supreme no-- needs to do is to check the lora. eta
r-TFT tax on municipal electric
bdity. we ourselves. are indissolubly a pare-of the freedom .whicit they tion of one of these bulls of tested plants by reitertn of an amendment parison with Eagle. Some of .them
production ancestory and .use then, inaerted Friday at the retinest of are doubtless saying already, in
fostered.
the language of Andrew H. Brown.
...his present .. herd w ith every as-' Estes Kefauver. commissioner
of
-wee- en
aurance that the heifers from this finance and taxation before the of Amos and Andy fame, -Why
bring that up?"
mating will be better than. their Tennessee legislature.
_
3lata above sparagrapn leads me
been- am/wit
Bile.
to say -that Texas has
I Will on Wednesday, March 1
s'
the
only
yardstick
Of
the
milk
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Done
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,t;) 0.1 world, the- milk bucket and
at the home of \a. Is. Bradley, ._
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You Can DO '
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tric lines in. the rural areal of Governor's Mansion every Sunday
mile Weat of South Hot ard school:I
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county .Wor9 disci:meet at a morning. He' sold -Hill - Silly flout
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next day-Lee Mills.
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'' .- !.:- s% eeY wr.len I, -ted breeding .hulli- is ei nominal the' business section' of'town fea- election over a dozen other ee-aiarria. extension es ea ba'
talk.,
• .a
sso hot. enessequellee-12, tilred .1Mayl1eld2s, eighteenth annnat ponents and increased - the sale:
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l)eY'S:last Mondaya
his flour enorinbilifY. When electen
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relieves
• to, tile retaila"
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iBroken auto' Oa
1:;:a - the • Official Cow Testing As- Means more' money 'in any
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said thifluur../Ke
tradition records -and the unpsual guage
spe
rit
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and More Milk
Department asking a sUrvey for a
time in telling the. people "what
to excessive wind presnew state road to connect 'Benton
is gc-ring On in Aatin---esekcially
sure and vibration..Don't
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Barkley III
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Treati...d.....Prepared Right, Correct in aSize
It pays to read onr Classifieds
' terpail-05,• was:
and Contains Hip.h Heat Units '

All Around

'Foot and .Slicia Research Dermot! mint of the • Motors f of Health
.1 Spot Shaet,'. will bar at -our store
all THIS WEEK.
Air
P. This7 Special r ROPrOSIMSSIIV•
is
framed in FOOT SALANCE AND
,r1 SHOE FITTING and will give you
iiolucible information 'coo your,}hoe
11'014. prCtuffni /ad 'yore foot
,comfort. THIS SERVICE IS All$0,..LUTELYIFRE.E.

1

f'WeTSINCERELYIRELIEVEiTHAT
WE CAN •KELP a YOU SOLVE
YOUR OOTe PROIlLEMS•
DOTt'erristlusli:pp=ity Ted
Innate'

HOWARD & JOBE
Paris, Tennessee
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Our Best Customer...

1

1

Washington and Lincoln

Drinks the Milk Tl!at's Best
For Him!.

BLACK-DRAUGHT..

- PUBLIC SALE

i To Dairy .or Just Milk

n,-

Replace those
CRACKED
--WINDOWS!

--SALVE
COLDS

1,i .

BLACK DIAMO_ND COAL

MURRAY
AUTO PARTS

dmivistratrix
.N ()tree

OUR STOKER COAL

4 MORE DAYS

Chiropractic: The ..ortence that
.mateis people eel( and
•
happy,
•

DR.

Don'tSleep When
Gas Presses Heart

w. t. OAKLEY

in I

•

.1'1!

To Pay Your Taxes'Before 6% Penalty
and 6( Interest Will Be Collected

•

.

_ WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABObT,MILK?
`

How much food does the average American consul
In a year?
Nsarla e ton of food
asse n Riding 153 quart
milk,
17 pounds -of. better. 5 potinds of cheese. ii quarts
ice
62
veials.
pounds of beef, 12 _pour,
of- '
coffee. 102 -Neuritis Of sugar, 180 potirds of pOtatotes and
poundfrcah freiV

Telephone 191

Murray Milk Producti Co.
WHY PAY MORE?

SHIP
WHERE THE TOP IS

$250 DOWN TO $150

HOTEL AUDITORIUM
People'
. who travel C011•14tently,'
ones
et fancy prices do not make 'hotel.
They have leurnedby experlince the
solid comfort, exCellent location, and
superier Cuisine at requisites of a!
hotel, and that they don't hive to pey OP
too much for them in St. Louis. They
rave *bout tie economy of thot
torium:P spacious outiide roOore, each
with ceilm 9 fest and beith,..-eed about
the splendid syvics ssd
atmosphere, t00!

SHERIFF IRA FOX

.21Z,
.2aaia:j°6 6
2 55
:ta12o•
tie
6 Ia a
aa
sCr a a; •

eeeh se.

18 TB

Garage Opposite
Storagt 504 for 24 Hours

St LOUIS

PERCY TYRRELL, Pres.

PINE STRBET AT

I

Chiropractor
4.- .all't,
309 West Main •
Adieu 1k3.i leans
e
Murray pres..sg
Marriy!Mon., Wed., & Fri. P. M. nut 13t1Tlf° tipper and !f,Wt•T
1).1e Stubblefield
f`e Drucenet
•
,Renton: Twee Thera. & Sat.
In n070 hs! Ti,relsow

-Phone 3

-

Pasteurized Milk for their liZInes, and with good cause! For
years now, we've put all our enenty into giving this town a
milk that's richer, purer, and better Su every way. It's a anperierity gotten through unceasing efferts at improvement!

Political _
Announcements

yers, NY.- I lead.
Meets With Regents

FRANK POOL COAL CO.

Hundreds of mothers in Murray choose . . .
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Former County Youth Hooks 16 Pound
Bass; Enters Magazine Competition

the south end of the lake. I sugMrs. Eunice - Williams and Mr.
gested that we cut across the cave
Williams.
th-at backed off into the south„Miss Mary Lucille' Simmons
We
west corner of Lochloosa.
'pent a few days last week with
shoved silently bite' the cove just
relatives and friends in New ConJames .Billington, son of Mr. and words for which Florida is noted. as the Up of the gulden_ sun seemcard. .
Mrs. Roy Billington who made We curved this way and that ed to touch the earth. -Karr:Mid see
Clay and.. Jesse McClure. Decay
their residence in Backusburg un- through the maze of woods-roads the coco-tail moss waving gently
Mitchell. "Uncle Jeff" Stubblefield.
til four 'years age. recently caught until. I'm quite certain, a less ex- beneath the surface of the water
Hatte.n Lewis, D. B. Grubbs, and
one of the largest bass ever hook- perienced woodsman would have Mit all else was still. I was just
.A.Yion McClure, were ia Murray
'plunking' along as usual-and I
ed around . Gainesville, Fla. It lost his bearings completely..
Wednesday.
weighed '16, pounds and 5 ounces, kelt. I was feeling • perfectly kept 'plunking.' Well, something,
Tilman Lamb, Warlict Hutson,
and James entered his catch in contented and inwardly happy as hit the lure like a bolt from the
Johnnie Simmons and son. E v.,
a the prize_ -fishing contest ,sponsored I.took the fishing tackle from the blue.. A something that made the
were among the number in New
by the Yield & Stream maga- truck and carried it down to the water swirl end, my headdizzy.
iProvid;•nce Wednesday afternmo.
don't reckon it Was more than 30
zine.
Mrs. Atomic ,Mitehell was a tallwaters edge. .I Paused a bit and
from the boat bat it seemed • ,
ea of "Aunt Sair McClure Wedttues is the grandson of 'Mr. virtually drank the perfecg atmos- feet
get longer every Mine I could
to
nesday ma:aline.
Mrs. J. F. Palmer, who live phere ef fisherman lore as the
sec where he was. After I saw
i - Mrs. Rudy 'Hendon and brothor•
Kirksey, ratite I.
breeze broug)tt to my nostrils the
was anchored to the other
what
--*Witsrallbritten, woro Wednes--The letter he wrote to the edi- faint scent of fish. I knew inend and had recovered sufficiently
aday afterneen callers of Mr. and
tor of Field di Stream entaring stintictively that there was specklo handle the rOd I to gnt grimly
1
' Mrs. Rob ,Duncan and h'31ped them
his catch for competition -follows ed perch bedding somewhere near
the bass
deliberatea
and
.. with hag killina.
in reproduction.
the landing. The landing was par'the reel
struck the Adfe lame
' _ Mrs. -Ada Ellis. who spent the
Editor of Field de Stream',
tially hidden from a lake view by
handles was caught at the base of
' week' ' with her daughter, Mrs.
Prize Fishing Contest
majestic white bodied cypress that •
my -thurn in the palm of my hand
Alma Stahl. and Mr. Stahl, 'of
Dear Editor:
were set -hito a tropical baek:
were
it
it
a
-a-napped
as
and was
-Muriay. returned home Silturday
Memory is the medium of many ground of palms end pine. I put
weak
-Inc
a
had
a
Straw. I knew I
afacanoon. ..,Ky. Bulk'.
pleasing la urs in the future for me my Shakespeare Classic. -reel, on
had enough' sense to let him'
so while there is still a vivid /de- the No, 104 four-feet True Tem- ,and
The
bass
have all that he wanted..
ture of that exciting thunderstorm per rod always use, and in a few
went, to- the --bottom I- recken as
01 fish and me. in myameinory. I minutes I had my' No. 100 ileddan
soon as it was hooked because I
shall attempt to poorly relate the baitaecurely tied to the end of
saw the line slope steeply into- the
details.
•
my 24' pound test Apex. line and
swirling ccon-tail Toss. He- came
•
It was Sunday to 'me, I work all was all "ready to go."
to the top and rolled his hug'b silThe agriculture boys are still
during the week, but the calendar
Dad and Uncle Tom were invery side just as the last rays of
working hard to complete the home
said: Monday. December 26, 1939. tending to spend the day fishing
the Sun flickered. It was sooneconomics tables and cabinets.
Yes, I was on my Christmas vaca- for "specs" but I always insisted'
over, I Mean the batrie, for I Tyrone Power and Henry Fonda as the' notorious James boys, Jesse
tion and the weather_ was fine; so on casting, probably for the novel'The honor roll for the first six
brought, him alongside the boat and Frank, in a thrilling scene hem Darryl
Eanuck's production,
Manny down here in the South. ty of watching the lure sail
.his month are:
and firmly caught him with my"-Jesse James," 20th Century-lox's magnificent Technicolor epic' show' grades for
There was a slight breeze rustling through., the. air, and land neatly
First grade: Janet- Vey, Jerlene
hands and lifted him aboard for a Mg Sunday and Monday at the Varsity Theatre.
the pines- and -gently waving the on the surface with a tiny splash.
Lassiter, Doris Wratfier, Hurrel
free ride.
moss in the huge live-oaks be- Anyway I was so insistent that I
.
Howard Marlon Morris, Barbara
I brought the 'Old Fellow' into
tween Glainesville, my home town. was allowed to cast awhile with no
relle Williams, of near New PtfiVi- Jean Parker. .'
Company
Baird Hardware
the
Dad and
and that beautiful lake called luck, unfortunately.
deuce, who
ill at this writing.
where Mr. Cecil Gracy weighed
Second grade; James Dunaway.
Lochloosa.
Uncle Tom casted a bit ad caught
measured him accurately. I
Mr. an.- Mis Alvis 'Gr.
obba -and Jackie Stephens, Dan Stokes, J. D.
,that would sand
Dad routed me from bed at early only one little latedon't think that I'll tell ycu the
Mrs. Colon James and Con Mil- daught,-r. 11..•,bbie. ware in Hazel Howard, Larue Jones, Ann Stokes
dawn and we hastily sipped a cup weigh about one pound. better stead. have
weight-well. maybe I'd
lately had Vester Orr Friday
The day wore-On. Old Sol had
"un-:
Martha Lou Orr, and Maxine Wilof steaming coffee as the fog was
thoeigh. He weighed 16 pounds and place a nice large family
stone on .,Mr. andMr.°r-'''''Srintnmil and ha.
-parted by. a 'few crimson 'rays of passed the midday mark and kept
ounces.
5
the graves of their mother, Nancy'daiightia. Su:. ef Fresakkniee, were
the bright moi-ning sun. My . Uncle sinking into the western horizon.
Third grade: Jimsnya Crouch,
I reckon this is just another fish Orr
_4
of Mr. a
Mi.s.
Milstead, their* father, George Sunda
Toni was to be the third-and _last We weren't having any Rick Where
Maria Alice Workman.
tale to you bOt to me it is a real
uber Lamb near Bloed
H:,
Milstead. and little-BrOther„ Riley,.River
member of our party to gea-a-fistia- give were fishing. Dad and. Uncle
fish.
Brothaa filakleaa.awas a Sunday
Fourth grade: Donald Lawrence,
_ing" so he 'donned his old flop- Tom were getting impatient just
in Pleasant Creve cemetery.
.„
.
a as
Respectfully submitted. dinner guest of Aunt Slit" and Willie Rue Cole.
boat
holding
a
there
in
the
hat and shook the ashes from the Sitting
On account of illness, Srother K.
j
wiata.vion4a
James Billington
'Fifth- grade: Nicola Wrather, Jcr-howl of his big black :pipe and 'bream pale' and jiggling it occasletss7
'
I-ary Lactme_ sawmaits was
P. S. Am mailing you a picture G. Dunn, pastor,- was net- able to '
sette -Rogers and Bobbie Enoch.
clamb-ored in the new Pick-up ionally to lure t he unwary 'specs.'
fill
his
appointmentat
Pleasant
tomorrow.
of myself an the bass
a caller efaMiss llobVie•Grubbs and
-Sixth grade: Billy 'frown, John
truck that was to haul the catch. I was sitting in the ,stern of the
Grove Sunday,- but Brother Brent
Miss Velda Mae ITUtson, Monday Tinsley: Maryaj. Farmer, Jean GalWe drove over some good paved boat aTta tossing the lure-all -about
Underwood
of
Mason's
Chapel
via
morning''
CHURCH OF CHRIST
loway, Marie Janos.
roads until within about- three the boat to the disgua of Dad.
cinity filled the pulpit in his_
Simmons and son E. H..
miles of the landing then headed Uncle Tam took the oars and we
Brother -Underwood called atten- were
of Alvie Grubbs and
Tuesday night, February 14. we
back into fhe dens.' jungle-like pushed off from a little island in" Lord's ,Day: BibleTittidiy.it -9:45 tion tep the saying of XCEIAS "Ye
Cormr-d -41a4a-an awhile - Mon
and
a. m. Worship at 1050 a. m.
pTe-yed Alma and won with.ga aeore
. •
Must be born again," 'also read morning.•
7:15 p. m.
of 30-22.
Scripture reading son's Ct.
:6WeMiss Gene'll ifutg,-,:n was shopWednesday: Prayer meeting at
The second tegm won with -a
sermon on the Meant."
- Ping ar Ft aaland store Monday.
7 p. m.
Glad Mrs. Lucian. Gupton con- • IVIlasaMary• Mitchell was a Mon- score f 14-9.
Thursday: Ladies' Bible class
Friday night, February 17, our
tinues to improve.
day, guest of Miss llotty--doe-Lax.
•
2:30 p. m.
boys played Hazel and won with
Gunton Swift was out Sunday. _Caraid hut
son.
Clifton.
-ion and
"Hospitality" will be the topic
and on account of roads and so delive-ed lobacco in. Murray Mon- a score of 24-16.
for the morning Sermon. The Scrip- •
The Kittens fought a victory over
much sickness there will be no I day,afternoon.
tures command Christians to be
Osbrcit Hazel winning with a score of
Sunday school at Pleasant Grove t
.and .4es.
hospitable. Southern people have
their' next Sunday -but *NI he _First Sun-larair7so'n were__ Monday dinner 22-23.
for many years been noted for
Our student body is--looking forday in March, preceding preach4 gateSts of Mr: and Mrs. Eunice
hotipitalitY. Weashould not 'become
andt naugmer, r.rort. s 1-ward Its -The county tournament,
71d r. and. Mrs. Shan= Ellis arid
have
MrE. Ellis Pascha11 visited Facto- I aMrs. Louisa Mitchell was a Men- hoping our 'kildcats will be vie-to be courteous The early Chris. •
itiii'flat of- her daughter. tarius.
cah Saturday to see
ondi- I day
•
tans were "given to hospitality." .
a
tons there.
Some observations on the firstMr. and Mrs. •Iforner Verner_
chapter of Genesis will be given
Paris last week visited their ems- ADULTS--Balcony, Matinee ExcePt
at the evening service.
ins, Misset Flarrie
tr
:
Pw- James-1-- SundaYs and
You are given a cordial invita1 Lower Floor. alatinees, Except
and Bob Erwin.
-V
lie
Iltlidays
,1 tion to attend all these services.
-abacestai -- Shatdays and
Dr. Paschall lanced an
•
C. L. Francis, Minister.
on George Shrader's throat Sundayj
that, has canagat
Read the Claastried coromn.
ing. Orr wife is Also sick with flu.,
Mrs. Toni Lafigaton is at the]
Shrader hZarie helping to care for•1
R. HALL HOOD'
her daughter and her _husband.
Take your sweetheart to see the show that
Miss Mary Frank. r.r.y.:in and L.
Attorney-at-Law
'dwarfs everything that's gone before!
VI. - Paschall were married SaturOffices Peoples Savings Bank
day. Mrs. Paschall is the daughter
of Mr._ and Mrs. liturb„ Erwin. and
PHONE 71-Res. 469
1
,
s
MIS.
• I. •
'Martha Jones Pasehait,
Misa Nannie Jones of Murray vis- ,
4
itegliast. Week with' het'. sister-4117 1
' law. tvirs-. 1Telln-rarlirit
. .
-nt-Ornss- '.
---rere---A
land, who is reported as data:
----aa..
..
1 nicely after an attaca of flu. .
Mr. end Mrs. ,Itiff—Mire7; are
:.s.lici;_cii-7
:
7nd under the care of _Dr 1

whet

r

Lynn Grove I li,sh
School Neix§

GOOD EYESIGHT IS SIGNIFICANT
COROLLARY TO'SAFE DRIVING
Persons with. a dominant right . ion, those who were uncertain of
eye appear to be safer automo- the side fields of vision, are- Licato research.
'
dent-prone. also that drivers , with
bile drivers according
a narrowed field can sortimes
Carried on by Dr. Alvahh R. Lauer,
t compensate and make safe. drivers.
of the Iowa Stafe College. Ames,
The non-compcnsators,-. are bact'
Iowa. for the American Optometric
! risks and should be kept off the .
Association. This conclusion, and I
road.
other significant one.s, was the resuitpf Dr. Lauer's cammination of
more than, 1000 commercial 'drivers:
employed in five different state"
The companies employing the drivers furnished. the background 1formation,
A complete tabulation; showed 43
per cent of commercial drivers
The Western Dark Fired Tobachave :accidents. For safe 'drivinga gp Gnawers Assaealaien. announced
of commercial vehicles a driver todayus grower-rnembe.rs will be
should have 40 per cent visual ac- permitted to salt tobacco at the
uity as measured by -the -Clason bain daor if thty chousa after
instrument but lir. Lauer- recom- March 1
.
--a. •
friends a requirement of 60 per
Prior to Opt date, Association
cent for greater safety"
An' interesting finding showed17
:
htelzi;c7 ern
clluoo
ire
se
d .ht-oaf dfl
iTola
rsy
.,
that glare effects -those with good but they have-. the Option of ea% isions more than those with poorer jectingfloer bids for Association
vision. acivancea or vice versa.
Evidence was found to prove that
drivers with narrow fields of.. visIt Pays to Read the Classifieds

Clrovver Members
I of Tobacco Co-Op
_..Alay..Sell- at Barn

CAPITOL
SATURDAY and SUNDAY

S. Pleasant Grove

WATCH THIS BEAUTY JOIN
FORCES WITH *THE FORCE'!
But there's
lots of law
in a right
to the jaw!

The Kentucky Hotel

Welcomes to Louisville the
Outstanding Artist
- RUB1NOFF arid HIS STRADIVARIUS

loc .

oft-eun.pREN _

At The National 'Theatre March 23rd
With Best Seats At 98c

14

Just Across the Street From

TODAY and FRIDAY

Louisville's Newest Hotel

•CO RD og_Q_9_-- _Facts That Concern You

fir

4-1-ERE MR.TAXPAYER is AMI LLION
DO-LIARS A DAY To Lighten YourTix Burden
•

BEER CONTRIBUTES
—ANNUALLY IN LOCAL,.
FEDERAL AND STATE

TAXES AROUND

400 MILLION
DOLLARS

' 'Dieu -Erwin 3,11•1'two dauOtairs,
lp
wArtio,
s
,:e
in
sgGpal and Ila Lee, are
Ellis Heye: 4tre;„ Cody_ Taybor,
ti .1._Mrs. Tort ErMrs. Orville. OT1
, ars, 1---R-4,
ascha a • yer
Adams are others who Were reparted .c-in the, sick list last week,
There has beer. quite an epidemic
of sorrwattreartranntrytelaRtaelt
vicinity. The writer is up again-ef- -- 41TAL.
ter a sere throat ateick.
Mr. and M.
Mr-a. Charlie Erwin and _SHORT
C
'JTS
family, who have been ill-With
.
colds were"able to attend service;
at Hazak-C.laurch,of Chrgst last

* 0

,

_
KMAN,ARE
HERCMR.
EATED•
A MILLION JO

By BEER

HERE,MR.FARMER,IS
A I-IUGE MARKET FOR
FARM PRODUCTS.
SEE how many public benefits brewing has
helped create in only five years! How can the
brewing industry preserve these benefits for
'the people and itself?
The answer, brewers realize, ties in with the
distribution of their mild, wholesome beverage
through responsible retail outlets. Obviously,
the brewers can enforce no laws. But ti?ey can

_

SUNDAY and MONDAY

•

a
,- and will-cooperate with all law enforcement authorities to the end that retail beer
outlets give no offense to anyone.
May we mod you a. booklet giving
eating facts about beer, and discussing the
brewers' self-regulatory prograffi 7 Address:
United Brewers Industrial Foundation, 19 East
40th -Street, *New York, N. Y.

BEER...a beverage of moderation

-packed epicTECHNICOLOR
excitement
in
aurora
The
POWER
ROWE
faNDA
TV
HENRI KELLY
NANO SCOII
RANDOLPH Ssuaertille
• Slue gnalt Doriror:
Senn lieu
I•
Illteltti
Snake:.
tlard
LEt Csastline • Oosalst
Da
lane
lalat
Sri
lo_lisa IRS,

f
'S
E Ri
w
in
i
VTr
iir
i
r
i4
ERB
R
ALSO,,s
Poplar Science and

A--ig-Atagnificent-TEGHN4GOLOR4Spectacle!

Laughs! - Romance!
FRANK MORGAN • RAY BOLGER
FLORENCE RICE • MISCHA AUER
HERMAN BING • REGINAI.D GARDINEP

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
LUISE

SATURDAY ONLY

Dramatic School

for a divorce that neither one wanted!,.
The rip-roaring romance of a slap-happy
heiress and the groom she snatched front
theWPAL.Conte on oyez ands*.the tun!

Mr. and Mrs. -,Conard tiutsbn
..and, daughtecs,„-pcnona, itod Vol.
da Mae, aJohnnie- Simmons and
,sqn. E. ,H.. were. _in Murray and
Hazel Friday.
Mits Mary Lucille Simmons.
"Uncle Etud" • Todd,. and M. NEtti---achester. we're in Murray. Thufsday
morning on business.
Mrs:. Elmus Mitchell and children,'Mary anci, Clifton, were Friday afternoon callers' of Mr. and
Mrs: Eunice Williams --and daughter.'Eron. near -PriVidence.
Mrs. Mathis Mitchell of New
Providence spent -Thtirsitrit by the,
bedside of her niece, Mrs.-Maui

PAULETTE

RAIN ER GODDARD

A ROARING RACE TO RENO

Cedariinob News

)a\

10c
CHILDRE_N BALCONY, Nights, Sundays, arid
- 27e
Ttolidays
•
LOWER FLOOR, Nights. Sundays, a
- 33e
and Holidays

NOTHING EVER ON STAGE OR
SCREEN TO EMI. IT!

The Kentucky

8°4°13°
4 4.alts

BRUCE CABOT
RITA HAYWORTH

ALAN

LANA

MARSHAL • TURNER
HENRY
ANN
STEPHENSQN • RUTHERFORD
NI-G
P.N."

-

ALSO
A PETE SMITH
SPECIALTY
MUSICAL
-dr

NEXT THURSDAY ind FRIDAY

Riney
eonsf' I• Kill.`4
. ivital

INSIJRANCE

L

1

•

-....

..

'Lia-

Fire,-Winattnrrn, Auto
bility, Conapensibtion,
Wealth and
Actident

L. E.- OWEN
WE, WRITE--BORDS

'Phone 159—Murray,

Ky.

CARRELL
CHARLES
RICHMOND
DAVIS • KANE
NORRIS
JOAN'WYMAN •
EDWARD
OAa
VAL Et •
JANE
R
N
e•wcoottrolface.
VERNON •
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The round-by'
Iroond lovo story
off girl with lots
of mammy *Rd •
boy with plenty
of "utopfh I"
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heaid over Radm Station WPAD
Paducah ion the dial at 14001 daa.)
at 9745 a. m. Are you listening'
People ozi the Mut ix!, -CiiitivJuter
saw Fred Butterworth
naa- highway signed the right-ot- himself in 4 minutes aed 62 Mrs. Ida Adams returned to ,lier
way With the promise, by officials, onds with a brass-10, kale Gala'
Soon after Edwin Curd, an ex-)prtginally were still ,in the store.
home near Pottertown Saturdaa
that the project would in the near while it takes me half an hou.
P. Wear, who new alma just
aftet a week's visit with Mrs. S ecutor of the estate of John L.!
future have a concrete.- surface. So Thai ens my goat! I was 40 year,
Murray, had been instrumental MI north of the Cliule-Huspital, says
V.
Miller.
Mrs.
Miller hasn't gotten
are dumb as an oys- old befnre Fred was born Please
far they
locating the site for a community I the, bottles ma neatly 100 years
anyone ter live with her yet.
ates, The-nose road went tbasegb
at Murray back_ tn,, 1842, A. H. old. - He said only. 'severe/ days
araiieelt
Mrs.' Itunter Wilkerson
and Weal', father
_ where
stay free, leaving the
.ef H. P. Wear, start- age, he burned some sacks cep- It is wrong to cut off aosee:
Margie Spent Thursday with Mrs. ed building
dwelling 101 yards away. Had it
a' store, and in 1844 taanthg halibure which he Iliad had
limbs of ft-ins trees.' The stub:
Tom Wilkerson.
not been. foe' Senator Tom Turwee ready to open it for business. In his poseession since 1882. will cause the trees to die preWe had 142 present for Sunday
ner's patient. successful .work in
He did, 95 ' years ago, selling
maturely. according to my ebserschool and a good collection. Brothgetting the. _rights-of-way signed
everything from mops to ladies'
vation the last'50 years.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
rer
Lawrence
preached
a
up, there would not,, be te- new.
very good ready-to-wear,
but it was not un-'
el sae that the young ladies are
sermon on -The Need of Prayer." til_
load! Please complete this read!
February
of
start1650 that he
•Ietiing their hair gra w out
Sunday School at 9:30 a. in. We
"Grandmother" Henley as we all ed selling drugs.
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Lkense Tags Installed Free!
Don't Lo:•• Your Temper or Get Your Clothes All Dirty—Drive In Now. We
Have the Necessary Bolts and Nuts
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TIRE PRICES GOING UP 10%

While 'our present stock of Firestone and Cooney Tires last we will give you
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Behind the Scenes in
American Business

tion fireploce, stoikeand air con.
ditioner and will burns wood. oil,
coal or . gas . .
i new 'rotrigetator that is hermetically 'sealed
and impervious tb air, gas ami
fluids . . . A ,new plastic made ot
Zein, a corn-waste which tip to
now has been used as a catella
feed, which will .be used by Cons
Prelflucts Refusing Company for
fabricating auto and aircraft ;accessories, and es:rooting for paper
. A shot polish that -when applied automatically gives a shine,
requiring no "elbow "grease"
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Not Every-Way in
_Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!
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1939 CHEVROLET

Fin

Feed 'Wayne Hog Supplement, save
get fast, profitable gains.
corn

ROSS FEED COMPANY
Also Wayne Feeds

-daughters. Annie Team alia-Bobtli
--Nell. and Buss. Winseres_'...

Mr. and Mrs. Fred carrell were
Sunday dinner guestst of 1$1.r. and
Mn,--Walter carrell,Leroy ..Kuykendall has not been- so well lately but, is some improved at *this w.ritin_g.
Mr. and Mee Leroy- -Kee -andson- HersisheI were -Sunday ttreets
- cf Mr, and Mrs. Tosco Bedwell_
Well 1 guess yotei—isess.ss
-of Mrs. Bowden Ssiann's. catty
gardens? Well her daughtereeMrs.
-.mars-in_ parks- has her bears_a
city block, she • :Sowed mustard
seed one day lost week and gathlir nice green mustard the
same day. And it was Mrs. Parks'
Tittle boa- :that at 'the-- spintieh 'far
dinnur and -then tried tti turn bre
garden fenee over afteatfiainner.
Mn, and Mrs. Ben '13yals and
dadater. Inez,. were- Sunday company of MI'. and Mrs. J. C. Pas- fers-saPaschaiairea-net--been.-s

Lem
lost

Come in. See this Sensational New
1939-FRIGIME with the-Meter-Miser.
World's First "Cold-Wall" Refrigerator"
Now, For the First Time
THE NEW"DEW-FRESH SEAL"-A SOLID GLASS PARTITION1 DIVIDES THE CABINET INTO TWO COMPARTMENTS,AND
THE LOWER COMPARTMENT IS REFRIGERATED DIRECTLY
THROUGH ;THE WALLS BY CONCEALED REFRIGERATING
COILS,
.
Come in. See prof that this amazing new "Cold-Wall" Principle keeps
foods naturany moist and fatally fresh longer than ever before, because -it provides all 3 essentials for better food preservation. I. Uniform Low
Temperatures. 2. Higher Humidity. 3. No Moisture-Robbing Air Cireulatien -... All without ad&na single moving part! AND ONLY FRIGIDAIRE
'
.Yet it costs no more than ordinary
Has re! That's why it's years ahead
'
,causal/ in 5 Minutes.elmour Peek •
"hie trnc" refrigerators. Convince
Demonstration before buying asy refrigerator!'
CONVENIENT TERMS AS LOW AS 2Se A DAY

and again the public is buying more
Chevrolets than any other

-

.A14
. 1E,Arr.7.1raa•
,
1 081."ey

make of car

gairatdoseragozez,277,-z.z7,2-/zne
WAKE up. AND SUCCEED

This public preference
is the public's proof of
Chevrolet's greater dollar
value. Act on it! ... Buy
Chevrolet for 1939...and
get more for your money

We have thousands of graduates
holding responsible positions in all
arid
sections of the" United States,
in Foreign Countries. Many of our
graTiosteiratriiIiing positions like
the following:
_ $1260
1440
1440
1620
3700
„, 3800

Junior Typist
Senior Typist
, Junior- Stenographer
Senior Stenographer
Accountant
Auditor

The
Super'
Freezer
freezes ice
and makes
lore .
as usual.

THE PUBLIC HAS LOOKED
AT CAR PRICES-CAR VALUES-FOR 1939

•

Built on an Entirely New Principle

at rens
acts
in
heee

4,51:1.•
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A Genorol

Motors Yahoo

WE GIVE. YOU THIS TRAINING

New Term Opens March 6th

"CHEVROLET'S

THE TOLER TRAINED MAN
IS ALWAYS IN DEMAND

THE CHOICE1"

SEE YOUR LOCAL

TOLER'S BUSINESS
COLLEGE

CHEVROLET DEALER

Toler Building

Paris, Tennessee Tell me how to train ,for suceess.

Johnson-Fain Appliance Co.
South Side Court -Square

Phone 56

,•

Name _

Seeikrigidaire's other advanced
new models,too. For every need
and Midget
•

Tout,
_ • ____

wets

.0

PORTER MOTOR CO.

Age'..

,Street or R. F. U"

West Maple

State _

// ////////////

J'

Phone 97

Street

Murray, Ky.
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METHODIST CHURCH _NOTES

Best Team In Training School History

New Refrigerator
- Shown by Dealer

Sunday.- February 26, 1939
We ore grateful to the members
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made itepiesallate for'the 'stewards
Featuring a new_refirifie'rator that
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. .2nd_Teame-- ..4. Grove 24. Arno 16. Wilma and l'skuline Paschall. Mrs. are still favored, with tabs increas- Wallis, chairman, Murray: Sam P. nice time.
•
Killebrew, vice-chairman. Brink12nd Tarn'-Concord. Faxon 11 „jack --Keys Mrs. Oman Paschall, ing all eking.Mrs. BerthaeBogers and daugh- lights were among prizes given placed orders for 130 tons of triple
Drugstores in
at
all
Sold
SIst Team!-Ild. Concord' l& Lytle r!Or'eag brie Bwrniee and Sylvia _
N_siett _WickeraWadesboro; ter, Francais/ visited- Mrs. Dana' Carron county 4-H tobacco win- .superphosphate for soil improve__ Nese rotor in Tlia"
Murray
Grove
Matt
also tiers.
._
..
Kaaskendall..Mrs. Enloe ;Tarkington.
To cornptnsate for the, reserved Brown Geurime_letberty; Houston Green aIllursday afternoon
- 19 _,
1
if&ZrZWOZO:717rr".
dignity if ahirts, your spring TI
;let Telt;o, -Feeert 16. H!55420..."'...ssitlts. rfautaruel Orr. nettle
will
show
a
"flash
ThIlles49Y
-of
s •` mrs.Terrtrhiorris. Mrs. Glynn -Or. Orr,
appealing-tja
-.
Stripes. clippesi', figures,
a .42nd Team'--Sslueray '17. -:"Mrs.111
George Jenkins. Mrs. Finney color.
-1..
,- Seewart,
Grove _L4 _.,_ .._ e.
'
Mee J. C. Crawford. Mrs. geometries and swatches all are
I 2rel Tcsim i"-Corecord la
--' Raz°
; fTfeyd Hart Mrs Dorris Jackson. brilliant in their blended design.
Mrs. Morris JacksoreeMrs. Ira Tark- Non-crushable fabrics will be, feaxe
.y 31. Hazel .14 eington and
,"nd Teami-M
daughters. Mrs. Frank tured along with the favorite,' suit
20
-1 s.t Team"----L '_.rove 23.-Hazel
fabric ties.
_
e. -r Tarkington. Mrs. Cooper Jones a

Jones'Mi

-Thi_Kini-hmata._
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Tax Equalizers -

Colors In Shirts
And Ties Toned to
Fit Spring Tempo.

Adjust
Claims tr,
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DUTCH'S SHOE SHOP

Nov. in naseinent of
Elm us Beale Ha
- tel

Nitrate of

Soda, McCormick-Deering
rows and Per Harrows.
_

A

\ .1 \

GET OUR PRICES

Sexton Bros. Hdw.Co.

r
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__ss \--

A
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-t77/7:4,

\

4:1

m.
hr.]
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-Vic carry a_complz•te
Tien of the hest grade mine
wo:k at the most reasonable
pr'ee tu can expre, for such
fine qualde_lr material. Alt
types of interior :aid exte..ior -millwork, wIll tos found
here.--All euaranttred stock.
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H
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T-here's No Better Time
Than Now to Build or
Remodel r

' Watch the I3etiva
_
Gardens. MiiCallas
.arid. Amertcen Horne each Inenthefor
the Hollis` Plans siinnekted by
Housiiig -Guild.
•There isj differeiiT plan each
roorAh and we will be glad.----

_•eristeese

Stop Paying Rent
•
New _Guildway Plan Makes Home Buying Easy!
• It's earlier to Imild ad own a i:smc today than you think! A small

ASK FOR PORTFOLIO OF FLANS
AND FREE COPY OF "HOME'
IDEA BOOK"
• -elthis'is the 'popular clO-paga book that
"'Snakes home building a delight instead
"of a drudger. Filled with herpfill
ideas and suggestions, an article .on
'
-eolor.,, one on -room _arrangement, decorations. etc., houses and f
- loor plena
by country's, leading small home architects -Offerer in Johns-Manville'
-national al.y4nstisernents at'Me a copY,
re hring .it to .you free for limited

J.

11

-1
Foundations'!
Garges!
Additions!
CLIloway County
HOUSING
GUILD
'Located at the

Calloway County Lumber ,Co.

Fairm " accounts are tieing kept
by 22 Lyon county farmers. whose
Wives ere also keeping -"food budgets.

TI

- -how much it wilt cer:t you
te 'erect these homes inelgur,
rise. -

-down payment is all you teed. If you own a let, that is usually enough.a.... _You pay the,barance meethly, jest like rent. And you pay it to yourself
-after 20 or 25 years ycar home ie free and -dear-you cwe 'nothing.
How to go about it CleteseItewitl: us. As Triembers of the Nitional
Housing Guild we eater yoa "ene-stec" servicceeheredle all details,
attractive Guildway Hennes by
even arrange your financing. 16:.ny
the one above for example.
foremost architects to choose frc:n,
Your home will be built by a quelified ccntractor who is a member of
the Guild. Ope price includes everythIngeWe save yeu time and money.
And JohnsManville Engineering Standards insure a better houseprotected against 'fire, weather and weer. Call us today.

1-

We Have One pf the Most Complete
Lines of Hardware That We Have
rver Had and Our Prices are Right --

-Tr

tr,

.Youitg- - -ledies . ist fashion will
year.
but
wear suspenders- this
they wilrtrave nothing whatever
to do -with the masculine 'mode.
nor shsuld they deceive -the masculine observers into `thinking 'the
dreaded days of "Petticoat' rule"
have arrived.'
'
.Suspenders in . bright' flowering
fabrics will be worn to match bells
in smite as gay materials. Suspenders-in all the new -Spring
coless......telarimed with bright edgings and. buttons -and pockets, are
as arnusingly,yonng as the puffsieve blouses whrn with them.
' Wadsheaseith pleated skirts, they
give an adorable -school girl" ate.,
to . the most sophisticated 'young
Woman 'oftoday.' Worn wtthewide
they
"skater" skirts,
swirLing
might be'borliowed from the ward- '
robe of'any Swiss Miss. They are
liked over .1111tits foster...ay-trawl*,
-i-Visi
tailored' blouses with beylTab
tars. or . immaculate white •guimpes'
of -.crisp white organdie or lace.
e
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Ladies "Suspenders"
Decree-d-by- Fashion

ed Wire, Post Hole Diggers, Plant Bed Fertilizer,

O

I

It

Edge Guaranteed Axes, Chattanooga Slat-Molded
Plows and Parts, Field Fencing, Garden and Barb-

of

Why?.. One Stop,. One Cost •'. One Contract Plan .. Saves You Money

rybordv rtgels. it!

e want to show you our _ line of Horse Collars,
Collar Pads, Team Bridles, +lames, Trace Chains,
Breast Chains, Plow Lines, Check Lines, Seed Sowers, Best Quality of Red Top, Timothy and Clover
Seed money can buy, Keen Kuttfr and Diamond •
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Calloway County Housing Guild Creates
Better Homes. for Better Americans
Here in Murray!

" Not Everybody in
Caltoivaiy cohnty sub=
scribes'to
edger

CO
elnuMOND

Sc
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LUZ/
orROWEL the aidone!

mulTayeiiigh ,andeeLy.rm _Greve i'daughters, Mrs. Nola Whitnell, Mrs.
.- Alice Jones. Mrs. Claude White,
ge in this -tournament as fahorizes.
_,___, wi ...m., i.ee,,,;...... reefer*, of Mrs. Barton Pullen and 'daughter,
,„ aining so,i0
71 Kaikaa..y., Nee;!Luna Ray Doughty. Mrs. Coy. Wig-Mrs- Cecil The Rev. B. B. Boaz filled ,his rege-Mrlacamtn--110iter-e
(d.
-and Alme---tntellkeeTrii-h4Vn'
any thing could happen and will'Paschatl, Mrs.- Marvin' Page. Mrs.
appsenneeet at- North----Forke
-Y-lttithrsis. *es. Saturday
Mu;ray High and-Lynn
and Sunday and vistted
1-anspkine
Mae
.
Hart;
Mrs;
•
-tire "rn the-same bracket, i4
in the home of--Mr. and Mrs Clay
Fletaher
John
and daughter, 'Mrs. Cope and Mine Dena,Pasehall Sate
the chope bucket " keeping level,
•
TreaffirieTrage and daughter. Baritessaticar
-Wbe.pined against eac o
night and was a dinher
Mincing-fon. Mrs.
in the agouti rintill-Sridayanight Ire -tine.
-Sandia,eof-:Mr. ,isesel
e/iVirs.the. upper bracket which "includes Nan Nithals. Opal Orr. Mrs. Gaye Clifton Grooms. .
' eeT. School. ?Limo. Kirks ef arid 'N. Ion Morris. Mrs. Taylor Holley and "Mis. Clyde Nkholseas on thei
-.15e -a tirn_c daughter, 1\;11-s. Lennie Jones, Mrs sick list, and utiab,14' to attend
raineoik
itvay •rare between Karksey. T. Fred Orr. 1,
church at North /Fork Saturday
'&hot. and, N. Concord. but-Almo
They received many nice and and Sunday.
pe Mrs. Nichols
LS capable or springing,a' surprise useful ,gifts...inci several sent iic improves at
ce.
at'the last moment as -the North gifts that could, not attend
Mr: and
s. Macon Ccilins and
Siders -showed their strength ir.
.erifldig
Willie B.. Genella, W.
--Snowball.
puehtng Lynn Orove •to 'its topC.. ,•nard, and Jean. were dinmost strearthefer- the former team.
re guests of Mr. and Mrs. C.TC.
n es•-ein iv as a bais rreargie It:
tchfield Sunday,
Afternoon
IN 44
visitors -were Mrs: Lana Neece ancl
daughter, Mildred.
. l'
Mr. and Mrs. Fred On. Misses
•"
,
Pauline Pas:hall and Wilma .Paschat! vistted--telre-arittaltrre.-Entrs
Tarkington. Sunday afternbOn, - -Mrs. •Rebecca-- Paschalleavisited'Mr,"and Mrs. bay Cope--Sunday
. ,.
•
•
afternoon. - .- - --13,EST EQUIPPED SIIDE SHOP
KENTUOCG
Mr.
and
'Ws.
J.
B.
Irvin
WereIn Murray to give you Barge- VulSaturday evening guests of. kr:
the. Modern
a-soline.
- •
ancl-,- Mrs.. pardon
antine . Ms
Na
- 'Nance.
-- - ----.
Mrs Clay Cope and
ai,•."
gi
c
el
i ----Mr. an
"."--ntiretteer. n-o titan 10*--114-erzle.
aitEAS Dessase-Pareleatte:shopped - in
...,,‘sr
13R1ING-- YOUR-- WORN SHOEst.0-"PAlt setViresin U.-9.
I's," Then 3'0,-o*IL Aare Top iiki.77.....e,,.7.4-71"r:I.:.s.tr7
.-;
'
.
.4 'AmirSeatieseliSi Paris' Wednesday.
ees iiir. and Mrs Charlie Wicker and
Thar :Shoe Repair , Methods Have re e, -as'
", ie-7-;,:ertaea.e,s s
daughter; Delorfs. visited Mr. and
.,
,hano.d.
_
Mrs - P,
,jrt -Wither -Sinerlarote-Aften
noon visitor was Mrs. Lucy Key.
---e•
Guistatt - Faerfs " hasn't been • so.
well this Past. week; hope he impeitiVes. '
- '
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Morton
visitert-hfr. and Mrs. N H Farris
,
Sunday.-- •
Mr., and Mrs. Homer Sallins
were in leans Saturday on .bust"
ness.-HappY Jack
-

Sycamore Center
News
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fetniretneitil,_3
.,, our. home ... . a
eunerete foundation Will improve the 'appearance of your home .as well as give Y011
protectionaand cell,
.

w
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A,garagesis‘a ?ietse intesstment
. and one that WIII increase the
...,, .yuhte.of
.
your home. A new
adilition or MI enclosed porch
' ‘011 give scan DWal extra'emir& '
youtve always peeded and ,at
t.em
et entort
st fIrtt
disproportionatelyIsratm.
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low With the inerease'd
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Just North car thc Water Tower
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